
EDITORIAL
by Yvonne Agazarian

Looking back on the past editorials, I see that they
contain the fooprinE SCT has taken on the joumey to
becoming the Systems-Centered Training Institute
(SCTD. There have been several more transfonnations
since my last editorial - not least of which is the addition
of new training tracks for members on the conference
staff and the increased autonomy of different subsystems
of the organization. Geography is becoming less and less
of a problem. We have conference call supervision
between Austin, Atlanta, Boston, Syracuse, and
Philadelphia, as well as seminars "over the phone", in
which Austin "theory group members" join the
Philadelphia Friday Theory Seminar. Both Austin and
Philadelphia have invested in a state of the art
Panasonic speaker phone/recorder which sits in the
middle of the floor, looking like a small spacecraft, and
has no difficulty picking up every voice in the room. The
leadership training, pioneered last year, has shown us
that once the group is working, it continues to work, in
spite of the intemrption of the process at the end of the
fust hour when the leaders-in-training take over tle
group. This is a surprise! And this year's innovation of the
Leadership Practicum is requiring member leaders to
choose whether a structural, functional, or vectoring
intervention would serve the system best!

Practically, additional training tracks are opening up in
both Philadelphia and Austin. In the Philadelphia Spring
Conference, Rich Armington, Susan Cassano, and Susan
Gantt came on to tie A Group staff with Anita Simon
and Sandra Janoff. This laid the foundation fm
responding to Austin's request that tleir June weekend
would follow the design of the Philadelphia weekend -only this time staffed by Austinites! Those members who
came "on staff' this spring were the conference staff fa
A Group this past June in Austin; Susan t-ange will be in
Claudia Byram's role in B Group, and Fran Carter will
continue to hone her leadership skills in both A & B
Groups. The 1997 fall conference will not only have a
new staff, it wiU also bave a new home, as Austin
becomes the training center for one of the two annual
five-day and weekend conferences. This is a significant
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step towards Austin's autonomy, built upon the found-
ation of Austin's hard-working organizational structure. tl
the Philadelphia Friends Conference this year, John
McConnick, who has worked his way up the five
different levels of training, will be the first purely SCT-
trained co-direcor.

Integrating the differences that new staff b'ring with them
has been a fork in two very different roads for us old saff
as we make space for them. Traveling on one fork in Oe
road, we experience the intense pride and pleasure of
including them, witnessing the increased separation and
individuation of SCT. Down the other fork, we ex-
perience intense nostalgia reluctanoe 0o separate, and
grief at the loss of the ease of the comfortably familiar.
This is particularly true in relationship to Sandra Janoff,
one of the founding members of the SCT conferences.
Sandra's increasing commitment to Searchnet has
required her to manage a difficult, delicate, and some-
times impossible balancing act between confibuting to
the development of two different organizations over the
years. We may see her less and miss her more.

THE "OIN" AATHORITY ISSUE GROUP
The Authority Issue Group made an imporunt transition
into a Work Group. The Spring of 1997 was their last
official meeting as a training gfoup. Their work though
this transition was oriented around Bion's words: 'Action
inevitably means contact with reality, and contact with
reality compels regard for truth and therefore imposes
scientific mettrod and hence the evocation of the work
group... the specialized work group has as its function the
manipulation of the basic assumptionl to prevent
obstruction of the work group .... the basic struggle of the
individual to preserve his distinctiveness assumes
different characteristics according !o the state of mind of
the group at any given moment. Group organization
should give stability and perrranence to the work group
.... Organization and structure .... are the product of co,
operation between members of the group, and their effect
once established in the group is o demand still further
co-operation from the individuals in the grouf." tne
"first" Authority Issue Group is now officially a wulc
group, independent of the current training tracks in SCT.
The group's new name is the Cohort Group. One of its
missions is to act in an advisory capacity !o the Policy
Action Group which makes the major decisions around
the development of SCTI and SCT. This mnsformation
makes space for the "second" authority issue group,
which will meet for the first time in Austin this fall.

During this same perio( the subgroups of the
organization are taking their own authority to continue !o

I in SCT, manipulation of the basic assumptions (Bion's
flight/figbt, pairing & dependency urd Hopper's aggregation/
massification) is activated by boundarying: reducing the
defensive restraining forces in the context of the phases of
group development.

2 Bion, W. (1961) Expericnce in Groups, I,Iew York Basic
Books. Pp 135-6.
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develop and be poductive. Through the efforts of Oe
Financial Resources Action Group (FRAG), and the
generous responses from Oe membership, the group
mised $17,912, a significant step towards autonomy.

The Research Action Group (RAG) has taken action! A
research component is being built inro all SCT
conferences. Volker Tschuschke in Cologne, Crerrrany
and Ron Coleman in Philadelphra, are managing the
overall orientation to our rese{uch questions, and we are
using four different instruments to collect data which will
enable us to compare SCT weekend groups with the data
that Volker has already collected from the Institute
Crroups at AGPA. (See report in the next joumal). So far,
we have collected data on the Atlanta conference, and
both A & B weekend groups in Philadelphia and Austin.

The Training Advisory Group CIAG) continues to clarify
both the structural aspects of our training progflun as
well as the assessment process. The Policy Action Group
(PAG) did a significant piece of work in separating orn
roles in SCTI and SCT from ourselves as people, friends,
and colleagues. The development of the licensing agree-
ment has been a major challenge to us to continue to
establish and clarify norms and values. On the one hand,
we feel very close to being able to make clear the
evaluation oiteria for short and long-term licensing. On
the other hand, we are a little fearful that the task of
spelling out the evaluation criteria could fall under the
80/20 rule. If this is 809o of the wok, (and the 807o is
already in the hands of those who want to be licensed)
could tbe remaining 209o rceily take 807o more time? In
PAG we are trying to sit at the edge of ttre unknown
rather than make negative predictions about the re-
maining nuts and bola of the actual assessment. In the
meantime, it will come as no surprise that we are ex-
tending the interim period 0o all who have already
applied.

Development in SCT sometimes seems organic: with
room for the development of increasing complexity and a
capacity for systems to find their own levels in the
organization. People become members, members
become subgroups, subgroups become the groupas-a-
whole. Isomorphically, as members take their next
faining steps, subgroups in the groupas-a-whole move
frmr phase one to phase two and on to phase three of
syst€m development. New members bring into the
system Oe freshness of new authority issues as they
orient themselves and the group around phase one. More
experienced members take on both their own and the
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systemsrs issues around separation and individuation and
find themselves stretching betrveen the vicissitudes d
both phase one and the work of phase thre€. And always,
the experience of members in SCT is influenced by the
context. The context of our organizational here-and-now
is the ongoing development from simpler to more
complex - the edge of a transfonnation.

TRAN S F O RMATI ON, S E PARAT IO N,
INDMDaATION, and THE AUTHORITY ISSUE

This transformation of SCT into an organization is
challenging many levels of separation and individuation

- and as always, when separation / individuation issues
ar€ arous€d, so is the authority issue! We have many
fonns of the authority issue throughout the organization

- mostly containe4 often recognized, sometimes acted
out, always a challenge to our ability to maintain the
SCT nonns of exploration and discovery rather than
explanation and reification. The authority issue is taking
many faces and appears in different systems at every
level of the organization. Sometimes it is manifested
through an individual member, ssglsrimss a pair or a
subgroup, and often in a seminar or special interest
group. In one theory group, for example, it became a
resistance to the definition of hierarchy (as the organ-
izational levels increase in complexity!). In an exper-
iential group, talk of SCT as a cult was replaced by talt
of SCT as an authoritarian dictatorship (albeit that the
dictatorship is through the network of member relation-
ships like TAG or PAG!). One special interest group
resisted all SCT noflns - and discovered that it did not
lnow what the words goal and product meant! Another
special interest group is exploring whether or not it is
going to De a systems-centered group, while it is at the
same time using all the SCT nams! And in every five-
day training group (where the entry crit€ria requires the
ability to identify and concain the authority issue) it
manifests around the "gold" (or is it yellow?) sheets!
Each five-day group re-writes the changes that the
previous five-day skill-training group made!

At the individual level, the authority issue sometimes
manifests directly towards me (where it is appropriate:
the leader must be de-idealized if the organization is to
separate and individuate) often with Franny and me,
either as a paired container for the issues or split
between us. In one seminar, Fran and I are split off into a
subsystem and tempted into a role lock with each other.
In another, where Fran and I take turns doing the
supervision, the group itself contains the split. In one
splil I am good and Oe group is compliant while Fran is
bad and the group is defiant. The challenge for all of us
is to explicitly work with each other to identify when the
reality of differential resources are the issue, and when
experience is governed by the good / bad split. The
challenge, of course, is to use all of the resources in the
system, not to split them! For all of you reading this
editorial, it could well be a productive journey if you
center, and discover what (if any) part of the authority
issue you are containing fo the organization during this
process of transformation.
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A syst€ms-centercd group only comes into existence by
adopting SCI norrrs - and those norms require more
than simply worting within the discipline of SCT
behavims. SCT systems also require the personal ability
not to take things "just personally", to recognize a barrier
experience as a loss of context, and to engage in the
ongoing task of reducing the restraining forces tro the
systems-centered experience: lnowing the difference
between person and member; lnowing the work of
building a subgroup; and hearing one's voice speaking
both for oneself and for the grurp-as-a-whole.
Increasingly we are discovering in SCT that the fork in
the road that takes things "just personally" is the road to
anguish. It takes many forms, obvious and not so obvious.
Obvious is when one member floods with emotion and
the group then revec0ors its energy away from the work
goal 0owards the member's distress. This is isomorphic,
of course. It only takes one member's descent into the
hell of a barrier experience to arouse deep levels of
human anguish throughout the system. Just as the barrier
experience is an encapsulated role-lock in the self, so
group{elegated roles are role-locks in the group. This is
all too familiar when the role-lock is between the group
and the identified patient, the group and the scapegoat,
the compliant gloup and the idealized leader, the defiant
group and the discounted leader. It is not so obvious
when the role-lock is between the group and a pair, who
are induced !o act out, for the 8rcup, the conflicts of
which the group is unaware. This also is the road to
anguish at all levels of the system.

I NT RODA C I NG OU R S CT CON SU LTANT
Taking very seriously indeed the transfonnation from a
relatively informal o a considerably more fonnal
organization, Ken Eisol( ryfu6 has informally consulted
to me as I thought though the issues around
organization, has agleed to consult officially to SCTI if
and when the organization can use his skills. Ken has
had his own experience in influencing ransformations in
an organization. In the role of President of the New York
Centne of AK Rice, he innovated Tavistock conferences
where the only brief he gave the staff was to support the
goals of the conference and his role as conference
director. A challenging experience for us on his staff,
who were used to more strictly p,rescribed staff roles; we
found ourselves working at least as hard as the members
of the confErenc€. It was at that conference that I
imported SCT norms into the study group and our staff
group, which was a different experience for me, the staff
and the members! This year will be the last of Ken's
directorship of the National A.K.Rice Conference, which
gave him an important arena !o observe the outcome of
his ideas (and the challenge that faces all innovators).
Ken is also Director of the Organizational Program in
William Allanson White, NY.

SCT i& THD INTBRNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
GROAP PSYCHOTHEMPY
There ue three special in0erest groups in the
International Association of Group Psychotherapy: Group
analysis, Psychodram4 and Systems-cent€red thaapy.



An exciting potential for SCT is being discussed with the
conveners of the international conference, tbat takes
place in London in August 198. Vle are in the process
of putting together four SCT panels, each of which would
represent the theme of the day of the conference: small
group, family, organizations, and society. If tbis present
planning comes to fruition, it will be the first time that
SCT has played a significant role as an ongoing theme
in the conference. WE are sitting at the edge of the
unlmown, with great curiosity and much pleasurable
anticipation.

SCT GENEROSITY
The members of the Spring Five-Day, Weekend
Training, and the Monday Training Crroup contributed
$2,112 to Sandra Orlo Rubin, who is bravely battling
cancef,. Many of the people who gave so generously did
not lnow Sandy. As an organization we can be proud of
our response, and as people, we can sit at the edge d
the unlmown with Sandy while she takes her journey. In
a letter (in the next column) Sandy wamly expresses
her appreciation of the people and Oe principles of SCT.

On the Edge of the Unknown
A letter from Sandy Orlo Rubin on 4128197

Being old I bave colon cancer that has metastasized to
the liver is &vastating, especially when I feel and look
so bealthy.

Disbelief, denial, tetru, blind killer rage, and blame are
just a few of the major feelings and defenses t felt 3
weeks ago when I fonnd ont my diagnosis and poor
prognosis. Cancer....s months to I year to live.

A foot of my colon was rcmoved this week, but the
ho@ fu chance io be in tbe l/3 of patients whose liver
can be resected and cured was taken away during
surgery. They saw no healthy part lage enough, without
a tumor, for me to be left with and survive.

What now? Wait it out or star-war it? Ignore man made
statistics? To persist or settle up my affain? To
investigate or mediarc? To rage or sage? Actually ['m
doing all of the above.

The way for me !o tnanage so fr has been to use what I
lerned in SCT-b stay on the edge of the unlnown, to
notice myself go 0o the left or !o the right and to keep
coming hck to the edge of tbe unknown. To do or not !o
do has equal weight+rayef, crash courses in 5FU,
CPTll, meditation, monoclonal antibodies, and Tai Chi
all make me an educated consumer and have given me
an enlightened immun€ system. Miraculously all the
tools one n@ds, I have, except a crystal ball.

I warch my son cry in agony at the pot€ntial loss of his
mother and lnow I can not spare his pain. I just redirect
my energy to the pre.sent moment we share together-
what matters is not losing 'now'. Reframing helps us
both to stay in the p,resent

The hardest part for me is to think that I will not see my
trro grandchildren grow up. Tbeir beloved "bubben wont
be there o make chicken soup and "kvel" over
everything they do. That pain kept taking me out of the
moment with ttem. A friend suggested making a short
video telling them how much I love them and something
about who I am as a pennn so they will always have it.
No matter how old they are, tbey can lnow me and my
love of life for them4rtable chicken soup.

Just a word of thanks to Yvonne fr SCT. You saved my
life by giving me the tools o live it, now each day, on
the edge of the unhtonn. To my Monday night group, to
the 5-Day and Weekend groups, my deepest thanks for
your outpouring of emotional and financid support.

I deeply appreciate your generosity and graoe at this
time when I cannot wqt. It is a wonderfrrl carry over
until social security disability kicks in.

Crod works in mysterious ways-SCT is one of them! Use
it. It worts!

Thank you.

Sa&l, Oil, Rqltl

Just Released
lrom Guillord Publicatione

Systems-Centered
Therapy for Groups

by Yvonne M. Agazarian
CONTENTS

lntroduction: Autobiography of a Theory
l. A Theory of Livlng Hurnan Syatemr
1. An Overview ol the Theory and lts Practice
2. Subgrouping
3. Boundarying
4. Delense Modification in the Phases ol Group

Development
!1. Ssytema-Centered Practlce
Phaee One: The Authorlty lssuo
5. Social Defences
6. Cognitive Delenses
7. Psychosomalic Delenses
8. Masochistic Delenses
9. Sadistic Defenses
10. Role Relationship Defenses
1 1. Resistance-to-Change Defenses
Phaee Two: The lntimacy lrcue
12. Defenses against Separation and

lndividuation
Phage Three: Lile and lnterdependency
13. Defenses and the Experienced SCT Group

Glorcary of Terme
Relerenceo
lnder

$40.00 plus handling
To order call: Guilford Publications, Dept. 3G

1 -800-365-7006
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H@RW,l
by Mickie Rosen

SY STE M S. CE NTE RED TRAI N I NG I NST ITWE
Membership:
The membership year runs from November Conference to
November Conference. All members (from 1995 on)
were sent a renewal notice prior to publication of the
new dfuectory with a questionnaire and a deadline fa
receiving curent infornation. There was a very good
response to doing it this way. currently there are 134
active members in the SCTI (115 renewals and 18 new
members), all of whom are listed in the 196/1997 SCTI
Membership Directory which was disributed in April.

Thfuty two people, who were members in 1996, have not
yet renewed their membership. We hope this is an
oversight and that you will renew by sending in the fam
on page 24 with your dues. We don't want to drop anyone
from our network who wants to be part of it It was
proposed at the Core Business Meeting that direct
personal contact be made with the people who have not
yet renewed to learn whether they wish to renew, the
reason they might not want to renew, or whether to take
them off our mailing list. The 19 people who were
inactive in 1996, who had been contacted and did not
rcnew their memberships, were not listed in the current
directory.

Membership continues to offer the following:
o The Bi-annual SCT Newsletter
r The Annual SCT Journal
o Membership Directory
o Access to peer Mentorship

Let me remind you that active membership in SCTI is
required in order to apply for:

o An invitation to a 5-Day Training
o A Provisional SCT License
o Work Exchange (see Work Exchange Report on

page 10)

Finances:
Since its inception in November,1995, the ongoing goal
fm the SCTI has been to become an independent
organization, separate from Yvonne as its primry source
of funding. I'm delighted (and I believe it's safe to mind
read that Yvonne is as well) to report that we are well on
our way toward that goal. The following table will show
you our current financial status since last July when we
became a non-profit Institute by becoming a Division of
Resources for Human Development GHD). At this point
in time the SCTI account with RHD has a balance of
$19,562. Our funding this year came from membership
fees, adopt-a-page contributions for the SCT Journal,

Systems-Centered Training News 
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advertising, publication sales, and meny kind
contributions generated by the Financial Resources
Advisory Crroups (FRAG) ouEeach. These contributions
alone came !o $17,912 wiftout counting two pledges fa
monthly contributions amounting to $1,155, or a pledge
to donate a percentage of the proceeds from a training
the contributor is conducting. Adopt-a-Page contributions
for the SCT Journal, Volume 2 reached $550.

Balance + $121845

NEW ARRANGEMENTS FOR FINANCES REIATED
TO S CT. S PON S ORED WORKS II OPS

All SCf training events continue to operate separately
frm RHD and are still funded either by Yvonne or by
the trainers conducting the training (e.g., SAVI and the
Saturday Friends Series). For those workshops that are
SCT sponsored, in otber words ftrnded by Yvonne,
(Boston Fall and Spring Weekends, Austin June
Weeken4 Annual Fall 5-Day Intermediate Skill Training
& Authority Issue Group and Weekend in Austin, and
Annual Spring 5-Day Intermediate Skill Training &
Authority Issue Group and Weekend in Phila.)
arrangements are now in place whereby I will handle all
the finances. That means, I will receive ard deposlt all
rcgistration fees end pey ell expenses for marketing,
confererrce rmmq catering, mat€rials, etc. I will make
refunds for cancellations and reimbursements to others
who may have paid out of pocket for some expenses. The
bookkeeping for workshops will be kept separate from all
of Yvonne's other training: her supervision, theory,
leadership practicum, and training groups. SO PLEASE,
when you register for a weekend or 5-day training, u
make a deferred payment, DO NOT GIYE MONEY
TO YVONNF4 send it to me. Also, after the work

Publication sales & ads

Total Incomc + $2617OO

15% Overhead to RI{D $1,810

Total Expenses -$13,855



exchange accounts have been reconciled, WEX
VOUCHERS FOR WORKSHOPS will be sent o me by
the person who validates them and the credit will be
applied to the outshnding balance for WORKSIIOPS.
Dollar paymen6 and approved WEX vouchers for all
other training run by Yvonne go dircctly to Yvonne.
(See the Work Exchange Report on page 10 fa
information abut new WE)( proc€dunes, reoonciliation
of accounts, and the introduction of WEX vouchers). The
goal in separating the finances for these functions is to
simplify the bookkeeping, cut down on duplication of
entries back and forth between Yvonne's office and
mine, and it is hope( keep accouna sraight. (I can
hope can't I, or is hope a forrr of positive prediction?)
This procedure is finally clear to me; if it is not to you,
don't hesitate !o call me at (215) 947-2818.

TkVUbAd;* q"*f
Vf*& bv Phvttis Gottra andAnin simon

"Giving and Receiving Feedback" video tape was used
for the second time in the SCT 5-Day Training fa
demonstrating the do's and don'ts of giving feedback.
Reactions frmr individual mentors and mentor leaders
again indicated the usefulness of this video in teaching
how to give constructive criticism.

Now we are gathering information about "Red Light"
verbal communication patterns for inclusion in our next
video project. Please forward !o me any video segments,
verbal dialogue, or movie segment illustrating "Red
Light" verbal communication. If received befue
September l, 1997, we will consider them for inclusion
in our next V.A.G. endeavor.

V.A.G. is now starting our second projecr It will be about
undoing SAVI Red Light Alerts (sequences of verbal
behavior which get us into trouble). What we need frorr
you is any situations that you've caught on tape tr
movies where the more people talh the worse the
experience gets. In short, wete asking you to send us
examples of the worst possible moments you've ever
caught on tape. In return you will have our appreciation
fu your participation, our assurance of confidentiality,
and the tnowledge that you're conuibuting !o products
that help people by making sEategies available 0o undo
dysfunctional patterns of communication.

T/t Nr,wolrna C,**1"
by Verena Murphy, Cinnie Thompson, & Cindy Slapiro

At the time we first decided to call ourselves "NAG" it
was a work joke (Square 9 - SAVIGRID). In that context,
we has many laughs; however, outside of that context, it
carried a negative connotation. Respectful of ourselves
and the SCT group-as-a-whole, we are now calling
ourselves "The Newsletter Group" or "TNG".

We hope the delay in our making the initial phone
contacts to the contributers to this issue of the newsletter

6

did not cause undue prcssure in meeting the publication
deadline. We will be contacting you on or around
November lst for your feports, training schedule updates,
and articles for tbe Winter issue due December lst We
look fonvard !o connecting with you then.

Ja4,vr4^al Nwo by rrene McHenry
The 1997 SCT Joumal will be published by the end of
the summer. This year's edition (our second one) is rich
with interesting articles on the theory and practice of
SCT ftom many diverse perspectives and environments.
Many thanks to the new Editorial Board: Irene McHenry,
Chair; Charlotte Kahn, Rich ONeill, Dick Peters,
Mickie Rosen, Beulah Trey, and to the &litors of this
edition of the journal: Charlotte Kahn, Dick Peters and
Irene McHenry. We are greatful 0o Mickie Rosen for her
special talent in layout and for her work in the role of
Managing Editor. Thanks to Anita Simon for her re-
flections on the editing process from the role of author.
Thank you to everyone who submitted articles for this
journal.

Our surprises and learnings: we ar€ learning to define our
roles and our structures as an editorial board; we are
having fun collaborating; we are becoming more
effective and efficient at getting tasks done (using SCT
language facilitates this); we are satisfied with the
distinction between an editorial board and editors fc
each issue. We have rewritten the Journal Guidelines fa
Submitting Manuscripts to reflect the satisfying,
productive, collaborative learning process between
authors and editors and used them for this edition of the
journal. Contact Mickie Rosen for a copy of the revised
guidelines. We look forward to receiving your articles fr
our next edition.

November 1997
SCT Training

in Austin, Texas
at the illelbourne Hotel

& Confercncc Ccntcr

For lnformation about
Hotel Reservations

or Alternative Housing

Contact: Sherry Goss
(512) 3Ot -276U^
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Re+u,l l/r*^ A r^aln^ SAT
by Rolland Fellows

I began writing this article in my head and kept starting
with "Austin has been very busy". As I looked at our
previous update for the newsletter, I discovered that we
have reported being very busy for a while. When in the
process of making plans and decisions for SCT in Austin,
it often feels as though we are moving at a snail's pace.
When I look at the results, however, it is clear that we
are a very active and complex community.

We have grown tremendously from the small sudy group
that began reading Tlu Visible and Invisiblc Group n the
Fall of 191. We evolved to supporting bi-annual
workshops with Yvonne, and then eventually wo,rkshops
with both Yvonne and Fran. [n the Fall of l9!b we
hosted the 5-Day Skill Building Intermediate Training
and the 5-Day Authority Issue Group followed by a 3-Day
Weekend Workshop. Over the last two years the
management of Austin SCT has shifted ftom a small
group of four to the Austin MAG. Since the June 196
workshops many new people have moved into
rumagement roles. It is exciting to see so many people
getting excited about SCT and being willing o offer
their time and energy.

The overall direction of SCT continues to be provided by
the Austin MAG, which generally includes a couple of
people new to SCT, but tends to be "old timers". The
COG, which is the Conference Organizing Group, is
composed of many new and old SCT members. tt may do
most of the actual work that is involved in putting on the
workshops. I truly appeciate and am awed by the amount
of wort this group gets done. Our conferences are well
organized and effectively managed. The COG is
currently managing the June 20-22,1997 workshop and is
actively planning the Fall 1997 S-day and weekend
raining.

During the last year we have been expanding our local
training. Rolland Fellows continues !o run a weekly
Training group. Susan Cassano and Rich Amdngton have
developed a second weekly Training group. This Spring
they started a supervision group. In February we began
two twice-monthly phone conference groups. These
groups are led by Yvonne one Tuesday and Fran for the
other three. One group focuses on leading training groups
and is open to people who are doing training or open to
becoming trainers. Susan Gantt, our honorary Austinite,
attends this meeting by phone. The other group focuses
on any SCT supervision issue and is open to anyone who
has attended a 5{ay. Anita Simon me€ts with us 0o

discuss SAVI applications on the 5th Tuesdays when
they occur.

Since October 1996 we have met twice in half-day
retreats led by Juli Fellows. we have been developing
short and long range plans for the Austin Community.
Because of scheduling problems this work has been on
hold for the last couple of months. It has helped us see
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that we wanted to develop additional training
opporumities and to become more active in suppoting
both experienced and new members in SCT. We are
facing the difficulty of planning raining for a
community.

In February lc)97 Anit^ Simon led a two <lay SAVI
workshop and a one day wortshop on the "SAVI
Applications to Couple's Therapy". They were both very
successful. Juli Fellows was the prfutary organizer of this
sinoe the Austin SCT had been focused on the November
wutshops. When these workshops ended we wanted to
bring Anita back wirhin 6 months, but it appears that this
may not happen. At p,resent we at€ discussing dates fa
Spring 198. If you have interest in attending, contact
Juli Fellows at (512) 346-5830.

Since 192, a goup has met on Wednesdays 2-times a
month for an experiential training and 2-3 times a month
for supervision. These were leaderless groups that
eventually shifted to a format in which there are
volunteer leaders each week. Because of our efforts to
lmk at Austin as a whole community, and because the
new licensing requhes that an SCT Training group must
have a regular leader to call itself an SCT Training
8roup, we have been exploring how to change our group
to meet our needs. We have decided to remain as a
group and are in the process of picking two leaders who
will lead for a period of 6-12 months. It has been a very
challenging process to clarify our goals and to do the
work of picking two of our peers who are willing and
able to lead. We have learned a lot about ounelves and
about the leader and member roles as we go through this
process.

There was an SCT Training Weekend held June 20-22,
197. This wortshop followed the Philadelphia format
and has new people in training roles. Susan Cassano,
Rich Armingtm and Susan Gantt joined Fran and
Yvonne as part of the staff. In addition, others will have
the opporunity to wort in the container roles. We also
used the "buddy system" again whereby anyone in his c
her lst or 2nd weekend training experience was assigned
a 'tuddy". The "buddy' checked in with the trainee
during the training, answered questions, and was
available to help process any unresolved feelings after
the weekend was over. Our goal was to support the
interest in SCT and also to understand what disappoints
people about SCT in order o guide us in the design of
future training in Austin.

As I write &is summary, I want to acknowledge and
thank the nuny people in Austin who have been working
so hard to make all of this happen. Yet, because so

much is happening and so many people are contributing,
I no longer lnow everyone to thank. I hope that many of
you can come to Austin in the Fall of 1997 to see and
appreciate the resuls of all Ois effort.

To Adopt-a-Page in the Next SCT Journal
Contacfi Mickie Rosen (215) 947-28L8
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Q"t Rrt*rt by ctadia Byrant

New work on tracklng younself through systems-
centered training: As SCT training develops we have
more people wanting to be rained and more of us
working to get a handle on what we know and what we
dont. For the past year TAG has been working on the
twin challenges of how to guide people througb the
increasingly complex networt of SCT training resources
and assessing where they are in training. We have
worked mostly by conference calls, with eight !o twelve
people at a time - hard work, and very satisfying.

As many of you know, mentorlng is the primry process
that has emerged for people 0o get information about
training as it relates to their goals and skill level.
Mentoring is done informally by raining group leaders,
training event leaders, and other people more
experienced in SCT training, A year ago Fran Carter and
Yvonne Agazuian were designated formal or official
mentors, with full authority to make decisions with
people about their training. TAG has taken another step
to structure the mentoring process and who does it.
Assessment is a different but related challenge. TAG has
looked at how to take another step with assessment, and
as a result has created a relatively simple structure, a
training log to be kept by the trainee. We will be trying
this out over the next few months.

Mentoring: What lt ls: Mentoring is the name SCT has
given to the process that has emerged fr guiding people
through the learning process in SCT. It is goal-oriented,
data-based consult-attain about training.
o The member provides the initiating ene,rSy and the

data about his or her goals, experiences and
lmowledge.

o The mentor provides data about the system and
criteria for thinking about oneself in relation to it

Two kinds of mentoring are emerging in SCT (setting
aside the 5-Day mentor role).
o Ongoing mentorlng - orienting the member to the

larger training pr@ess, identifying next steps,
training fesources, and pathways.

o Event-specific mentoring - "gatekeeping" for an
event requiring certain skill levels fu functional
participation, e.g. the 5-Day faining, or moving frm
lntilrl,ediate to Advances Training Levels. (These
decisions are made by the event trainer, who must
also have the inforrrdtion and skill to maintain SCT
syst€m boundaries.)

The ongoing mentor is a guide; the event-specific mentor
or "g-atekeeper" makes decisions at specific system
boundaries. Both are required to be well lnformed about
SCT training structure, resources, and values.

Note: SCTI members are also entitled to an on-call l0
minute consultation from any member-to-any-member

8

about SCT-related topics. This "any member-tc,any-
member consultationn has been called mentoring, but is
not what we re talking about here. Consultation is for a
specific individual issue, while mentoring maintains the
intogrrty and boundaries of the training syst€m.

This past April TAG recommended that each person
who makes a commitment to become an SCT
practitimer have a meotor as guide, in addition !o their
training group leader and supervisor. The mentor is a
connection !o the larger system goals, structure and
resou'ces.

Mentons-Who they are: Cleady, mentors have to
lnow quite a bit about SCT raining. They also need
some skills in clarifying goals and in managing role
boundaries (e.g. working in the mentor role vs. fien( vs
training group leader). In short Menlors too require
training. At tbe moment, the tbree SCT mentors are
Yvonne, Fran and Claudia. This is not enough.

So, ttus far, we have recognizeA an emergent process,
finding one's way t[rough SCT training through dialogue
with trainers and mentors. We have proposed fonnalizing
this in a structur€, each penon in training having a
mentor as well as a training goup. As yet we don't have
the resources to fully implement this p,roposal.

Upcomlng questlons: So there de some other issues fc
SCT to address. How will mentors get trained? This will
be part of trainer level training, but how, wh€tre, and by
whom is not clear. AnG can the structure that seems !o
have worked so well informally reain its functionality as
it becomes morc formal? What are driving and
restraining forces herc?

Tralnlng log: TAG has developed a pilot version of a
log for trainees to use in tracking their SCT learning
experiences. This log will most likely become the
cenEd record of each person's training journey, and a
major resource for identifying "next steps." As the system
develops ways of giving and getting feedbach this log
will be the place that information is collected and
organized. Note that this is different ftom the training
strucuuEs with which many of us are familiar, one in
which the training organization keeps the files fa
trainees. Members of TAG are trying out the log
themselves at the moment, along with some me,mbers of
some training groups who are willing to give feedback.
lYe will let you lnow how it is going in the next
newsletter.

What thls ry1ns for you rlght now: If you are seriously
etlgaged in.SCf tmining or think it is psiible that you miy
clwoy to be in thc future - keep a record of your SCi
training activities, and collect any personal force fields
orother personal evaluations (e.g., peer feedback in the
5-Day Skill Training) that you generate as a part of the
training events.

If Iry have a quesiion about next steps ln your own
trainlng contact Claudte Byram oi Fran Carter
about getting e consultatlon with a nrentor.
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The Syst€ms-Centered training syst€m continues to
develop from simple to complex and is transforming. In
its simple form, members come ino raining !o meet
personal and professional goals. Training contexts have
been developed in response to a critical mass of similar
next steps and the mentoring system has developed to
help memben march their goals with the appropriate
training. Now, however, we have a larger system with
more diverse and complex training next steps at all
levels of the hierarchy.

From this complexity has emerged the role of Training
Development Coordinator. This role has been created
within PAG to coordinate the development of training
throughont the system and o wrk with regional goups

- mentoring them in a sense - to march the goals and
needed training opportunities to the resources in the
system. This also marks a shift from looking only at
individual goals as the context for the development of a
training event, to lmking at individud training in the
context of tbe developmental goals of the larger system.

One of the most recent exarnples is the work we did with
trainers in Austin whose next steps were congruent with
the developmental next steps of the Austin corununity.
The Austin community has developed 0o the point wherc
the system needs workshop leaders. The Austin rainers
used the raining resour@s of the Philadelphia weekend
to begin to develop their skills and then continued as
they took staff roles in the Austin Weekend in June.
Another example is in work done with one of the
Philadelphia training groups looking to transfonn itself
into a peer leadership practicum (see page 12 tr
information). Work was done to think tbrough how that
group would fit into the larger training structure and how
to think about the criteria for new members.

As raining questions continue 0o emerge, feel free to
conracr me afi Qls) 988-9523.

tuJh4ei+ Paaol;.ow*
by Fron Carter

One of the most exciting developments in SCT training
this year has been the establishment of the Leadership
Practicum. These groups have been learning about the
kind of struc[re best suited to help members hone their
leadership skills and gain some of the supervised hands
on experience necessiuy to build both confidence and
expertise in SCT leadership. The groups have been
working with a volunteer leader (who can pass the role
on to someone else whenever tbey want) while the gmup
has been role playing a new group - expressing out loud
the new member reactions and responses that would
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often be kept inside and unsaid. This has provided instant
feedback tro the leaders on all aspects of their behavior.

During this process Yvonne has been coaching, working
with the leader's leading edge while the leader is
working with the group and its leading edge. We are all
learning how to take full authority in the leader role, to
weave the person inO the member, the member into a
subgroup, and the subgroup into a developing groupas-a-
whole. In the coaching and discussion, we are leaming to
see both leader interventions and the developmental
wo,rt with a new group tbrough Yvonne's eyes and to
translate theory into methods, methods into techniques,
and techniques into the common everyday language of
people.

The group works; sops and talks albout the critical issues
and dynamics manifested in the behavior of the
members, the subgroups, and the grcup-is-a-whole; and
looks at alternative leadership responses. We are
examining the basic nuts and bolts of how to structure a
functioning SCT group that is built ttrrough careful,
exacting interventions that - beginning with the fint
comment of the first member of the first group - are
attuned o the human issues in the group and make
courmon sense to the members of the group.

MENTORING
in the

s.DAY SKILTS WORKSHOP
tn

AUSTIN, TEXAS
November 16-20, 1997

MENTOR TRAINING DAY:
Saturday, Novemberl5th

CONTACT:
Fran Carter (215-988-9523)
Susan Gantt (404-352-5393)

REQUEST APPUCATTON
By September lst

GOMPLETED APPLIGATION
Due by October 15th

The Novenber S-Day SkillTraining willbe here
belore we know it. The application process for
taking a rn€ntor role is to let us know your intent
by Sept. 1st. Then we will send you the mentor
application. H you thlnk this might be your next
step, but aren't suro, call for an application and talk
it over with Susan, Fran and your trainer,

COMPLETED APPLICATIONS ARE DUE
BACK BY OCTOBER 15TH



W"nlt Exrk * RW"l
by Eileen Jones and Mickie Rosen

The goal of this report is to bring members uptodate on
how the work exchange (IVED program will continue
under the wing of the SCTI. Eileen Jones and Mickie
Rosen have been working with PAG (Policy Advisory
Cnoup, with Anita as the liaison between PAG and
WE)() to clarify the context for WE)( and ways to keep
accurat€ records of everyone's exchanges (banking and
billing).

In an effort to reconcile everyone's account and
implement a viable system for keeping track in the
future, we ane sending stat€ments and an explanatory
letter 0o all people who have participated in the wort
exchange prograrn. The following reflects what is con-
tained in the letter.

NEW WORK EXCHANGD POLICIDS AND
PROCEDURES

The Goal of Work Exchange:
The goal of Work Exchange is to support the raining of
trainees.
o Participatts' Contributions: The time and energy of

work exchange participants contributes to the
development of SCT.

o Traincrs' Contributions.' Trainers support a work
exchange policy with tbe undentanding that the
money to supptrt the policy comes out of the
trainer's pocket. Trainers support both the SCT
organization and the trainee.

NEW GUIDELINES
\ilho is Eligible for YYork Exchange:

Eligibility for work exchange is based on the demon-
strated commionent to an SCT training progran by:
. Being an active mernber of the SCTI (paying the

annual dues)
. Being in an on-going training group.

Eligibility is also based on financial resources. The
participant must have sufficient resources of time,
energy, and commitment to SCT training, but
insufficient financial resources to fund it
Eligible Activities:
Participation in any of the following groups will qualify
members to apply fu work exchange (when it is
available):
. Theory Group
o Supervision Group
o Leadership Training Group
. s-day Trainings
o Weekend or other Training Event Crroup Out not an

experiential on-going group. See below.)

The following are NOT eligible for work exchange:
o Work exchange is NOT offered fu ongoing

experiential training gloups. Special arangements

t0

around fees fu these groups must be negotiated with
the trainer of the group, not WEX.

o V/ort exchange is NOT offered to newcome,rs trying
out experiences with scT. At some point the scTI
may develop a scholrship fund for this purpose.

New Accountlng end Bt[tng Procedures Effecflve
[}om Januery l,l9{IIz
o All wqk exchange participants will have an account

with SCTI.
o Everyone will be charged full fee fo,r the eligible

groupJraining/workshops taken, which will be
entered on their account and bills. (Mickie will
manage the accounts for all SCI sponsored weekend
and fiveday wor*shops and Yvonne's office will
manage the accounts for theory, supervision,
leadenhip training, and on-going training groups.)

o Charges will be reduced in one of two ways:
a) Actual dollar payment by participant

b) Work Exchange Vouc.her payment (dollars of
credit)

Example:
Full worlshop fee for a fiveday training is .................. $550
Do11rpyrrentis.................. .... $250

Balredrc .............--------Bm
WD( hrn of credit............. ... $100

Balaredrr ...-..$2m

There is an outstanding balance of $200 which can be
paid in cash or with an approved Work Exchange
Voucher that is equivalent to )O( dollars for jobs
completed.

VYork Exchange Vouchers:
All participants in the WE)( progrm will receive Work
Exchange Vouchers plus a list of the SCTI rates for wuk
exchange. The p,rocedures for converting the vouchers
into dolars is as follows:
. state the raining event for which the wEX payment

is being made on each voucher
o list one (x more jobs completed and the dollar value

for each
o indicate the total dollar equivaleht for the work

completed
o submit the voucher to the appropriate person fo

verification (Mickie in Phila, Eileen in New Yorlg
Linda Scott or Bertha Kondrak in Austin, and Steve
S/einstein in Boston).

o Tlu person who las approved tlu voucher will then
submit the voucher (to Mickie for all workshops and
to Yvonne's office for all other eligible trainings with
her) as a payment when work exchange jobs have
been completed.

o The total WEX dollar amount on each voucher will
be deducted ftom tbe balance due in the designated
account.

APDATING PAST RECORDS:

Our past system for WEX record keeping has been very
erratic and we have had difficulty lnowing how to keep
track of out-going and in-mming credits. The new system
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for billing and keeping records is fully computerized so

we will be able to keep current on outstanding payments
and can also bank WEX time to be applied to future
training events.

Reconciling:
In view of the "FACT" that we absolutely know lhat each
person's figures and ours will not m4tch, we have set our
goal to do the best we can to get the accounts accurate

from 1997 on into tht future. We asked everyone's help in
detennining the amount of any balance that would be
caffied lunrto 1997 by comparing the records kept by the
person with the bills we sent out with the WEX letter.
We have asked that the dollar balance tlw participant
thir*s is owed to SCT, and the amount SCT might owe
the person for wmk exchange jobs completed, be
submitted to Mickie by August lst. If there are
discrepancies, the atrrount due at the start of 1997 will
be negotiated. We plan to have everyone's account
reconciled by the fall.

HOW DO MEMBERS FIT IN WITH WEX?

The SCT Institute, PAG, and WEX want to insure the
permeability of the boundaries involved for people
getting training in SCT. This means that each of us stay
clear about goals, context, and role. We ask that all
WEX participants look at their goals and how they fit
into SCTI and to review their work exchange re-
lationship. We encourage members to be responsible fa
developing the work they can do in the context of the
organization's needs. There will be periodic evaluations
of how much work-exchange advance can be accrued in
a year without sufficient WE)( being completed. When
SCTI doesn't have jobs that individuals feel able to take
on, WEX can arrange a deferrcd payment plan 0o help
the person continue training. Members are also
encouraged to be creative, and to develop jobs they see
the organization needing. Irt's keep revising the map to
fit the territory.

The SCT Organizational Application Special Interest
Group (OA SIG) is continuing its work of translating the
subgrouping paper used in the Friends Hospital SCT
training progmm into a framework adapted to an
organizationd setting. The group is also working to
scope out and establish a plan for a more concentrated
effort o build a pilot training module Oased on the
Friends Workshop on Functional Subgrouping) for use in
a work setting. To accelerate tle process of developing
the module, &e group is considering half or full day work
sessions in the near future.

Jim Smith has actively joined the group with a strmg
interest in organizational application.

A WRqd,t lf*fu AqpA
Ar,"r*rl llul;^$ by susan Gantt

SCT was well represented at the American Group
Psychotherapy Association (AGPA) Annual Institute and
Confererrce held last February in New York City. There
were both familiar offerings and new ones, including one
institute, nro workshops, and two open sessions. Yvonne
Agazatwt lead her, always popular, two-day institute on
Defense Modification in Systems-Centered Therapy.
Claudia Byram and Anita Simon led a workshop on
SAVI which was quite well received. Yvonne Agazarian
participted in the panel discussion, Thrce Ciroup
Theorists Encountering Differences, with Robert Lipgar,
John Schlapobersky, and Marvin Skolnick. It drew a
large and spirited audience. Fran Carter and Susan Ganu
worked with David Hawkins in an open session, using an
SCT demonstration group to link theory and method.
Fran Carter and Rich O'Neill led a wukshop pioneering
Systems-Centered Action Research, in which members
rated aspects of group functioning as development
occurred. It was also fur to see a number of SCT
members in attendance througDout the week. Mark the
dates lor next year's AGPA meeting in Chicago:
February 17-21,1998.

Ro+",,l l,r*^ ile lS-,e"a;1,

Slq submitted by loan Adnms

The Diversity Special Interest Group (SIG) meets once a
week in New York City as a leaderless SCT group. Six
of the original seven members have continued to
participate. We are a working group in the Intimacy
Phase of development. We have recently been exploring
disenchantment and members' rage about differences
among us. Members have been taking back their rage
instead of targeting other members.

We are struck by the parallel between diversity issues
and SCT, i.e., that both deal with noting and exploring
similarities and differences. We continue to feel we are
a subgroup fa the larger SCT communiry, and as such,
we contain diversity issues for the whole SCT group,
especially issues related to race, ethnicity, and sexual
orientation. We wonder how our role as container will
evolve, as the SCT Weekend Workshop large group has
begun acknowledging and exploring differences in race,
ethnicity, sexual orientation, and physical ability.

We have discussed using part of our meeting time to
look at applying SCT o Diversity Workshops. At one
meeting this spring we discussed that three members had
led Dversity Workshops or classes which either
incorporated SCT techniques or could be understood
from an SCT perspective. We provided peer supervision
for each other.
Continued on pagc 23.
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MEMBERS WANTED
FOR PHILADELPHIA FRIDAY

PEER.LEADERSHIP
PRACTICUM GROUP

The Philadelphia Friday Training Crroup led by Yvmne
now meets once a month, rather tban on a weekly basis.
A number of me,mbers from the original goup have
fonned a new group, the Friday Peer-Leadership
Practicum Group.

This group me€ts twice per month with two goals:
1. Continued experiential wort for members

2. An opportunity for members with sufficient SCT
training to gain leadership experience.

Group members have committed themselves O using
SCT techniques, and to operating within the SCT
philosophy. However, the group is not an official SCT
training experience and does not cormt as fr as
accumulating experience toward such things as
lioensure. This group offers an opportunity to @pen your
gxoup experience and to gain experience with your
leadoship skills. Those of us who have been in the gup
fr the past six months have found it to be a good
experience. We arc lmking for a few additional
members to share this experience with us.

Criteria for Member Role:

l. A commitrnent to using the SCT sfucnre in a
cooperative way.

2. Participation in an ongoing SCT Training Group fa
a minimum of six months, with skills o join and
work in subgroups.

3. Willingness o give authority o the designated
leader.

4. Willingness !o explore experiences related to the
authority issug rather than act them out.

5. Some ability to not take personally other people's
authority issues.

6. All applicants to develop and submit a force-field
assessment of their current status in rclation to the
authority issue (similar o the force field submitted
for the 5-day Intermediate Training).

7. Willingness to participate in leadenhip feedback
and assessment research (as this is developed), at
the end of the group process time.

Criteria for Practicum Group Leader Rolc:

l. Willingness to take the leader role fc full session of
meeting.

2. Satisfactory completion of the Inrcrmediate 5-day
Skill Training.

If you are interested please contact:
Dick Ganley (610) 664-5730, Anita Simon (215) 561-
0341, or Jerry Rardin (215) 242-5862.

t2

RESEIRCH WANTED
by Ron Coleman

I am excited about taking on the role of Coordinaor of
the SCT Research Action Crrorp and building on the
research begun by Volker Tschuschke. You see, I have
anecdotal personal experience from the gains I've made
personally in SCT training and the gains my patients
have made. Colleagues "join my subgroup", saying that
SCT is wonderfrrl. But, does SCT really work? The time
has corre o begin the steps which describe scientifically
tbat SCT is an effective approach. That is:

o How does it work?
. For whu problems and for whom does it

work?
o How effective is it?

As mentione( a wonderful first step was made at the
last Institute of Oe AGPA by Volko Tschuschke of the
University of Cologne, Gemrany. He compared the
experience of participanB in a systems-centered group
witb the experience of members in all of the other
special interest groups meeting at the AGPA Institute.
He examined participants perceptions of the following:

. group climate
e quality of relUionship
. aspects of leadership

There were some startling differences between the SCT
group md other grups. t ok fu an article reporting the
outcome in the next SCT Journal due to come out this
fall.

Current plans are to continue using the same measures
as in Volker's design to evaluate the Spring Weekend
Training in Philadelphra, the June Weekend in Atlanta,
and the June Weekend Training in Austin, ,rs a next st€p
pilot project.

In this design we ar€ collecting data using the following
instruments:

o Group Climaoe Questionnaire. Group Leader Adjective Measure
. GroupRelationshipQuestionnaire
o The Learning Fomr

V[e are looking forward to analyzing these data and will
inform you of the results via the newsletter and/or the
journd.

We are eager io learn about any other research effuts
which exanines SCT. Let me lapw about your projects.
Call Ron Coleman at (610) 66,0-9949.

S-Day lntroductory Training

ronK, ENGLI\NL
September 8-12, 1997

See Notice Board on page 30for contaa peoplc.
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F,* P@byleffEiberson
Currently SCT workshops and training offercd by
Yvonne, u SCT staff who are Consulting Affiliates to
Friends hospital, arc co-sponsored by Friends Hospital.
Co'sponsorship with Friends Hospital, an APA approved
provider of continuing education, allows us to offer CEUs
to licensed psychologists. The liability to this
arrangement is that other people who do systems-
centered work can't offer CE credits unless they are
officially affiliated with Friends Hospital.

I have been investigating with the American
Psychological Association what it would take for SCT to
be a direct accreditation provider. A one time cost of
$1200 is needed to begin the process. At the Core
Business Meeting held on April 21, it was decided,
through a poll of the 11 Psychologists present, to
institute a request that each licensed psychologist in the
Systems-Centered community contribute a one-time
donation of $40.ffi to allow us meet the cost for us to
apply for our own providership through the APA.

The main advantages to having our own provider status
are that all Systems-Centered training events would be
potentially eligible for CE credits fo licensed psych-
ologists when conducted by staff (which we would be
free to designate), and these training events would be
honored by all states.

The deadline fu making this application is Aug I (too
soon for us to get organized) and Feb 1. We believe that
the Feb. deadline can be met if these donations are
forthcoming. We therefore urge licensed psychologists to
submit this conribution with a check for $40.00 (payable
to SCT/RHD) to Mickie Rosen at 70 Boucher Drive,
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006 as soon as possible. Until
SCTI Providership has been implemented, we will, of
course, continue our relartionship with Friends Hospital.
If you have any questions, please contact me, Jeff
Eiberson at (215) 546,-1767.

f* S"o;/ U/a4/tD,
by Verena Murphy
As a member of the National Association for Social
Workers (NASW), I have attempted o obtain CEU
credits for all Pennsylvania Social Workers by applying
to the State Board of Social Work Examiners. When
doing so last January fs the Spring SCT training, I
checked the wrong box ("Individual" instead of
"Provider", thinking I was the "Individual" applying fu
the "Provider" Yvonne. What a costly mind-read...) Even
though I alerted the Board of the mistake two months
before the raining - it took me several days o get
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to the office - they would not make the correction, and
a resubmission of the entire packet would have been
considered "too liate" at that point, as the documentation
had to be submitted 9O days prior to the wuksbop.
(Boundaries not at all permeable there...) As a result,
Social Worters have to apply individually and pay $25
for either the past Spnng S-Day or the Weekend training
and will receive 35 hours of CEUs, or 18.5 horns
respectively. The required paperwork is extensive and
time consuming, and you may wish to wait until I
resubmit the application for the Social Workers as a
group next year. Once we get approval by the State
Board, we will not have o resubmit an application fc
two years, even if we take the raining in another state,
"as long as it is the same course." In such a case we
simply have to write the original Pennsylvania Board
Approval Number on all CEU certificates. My apology
for the inconvenience caused to all social workers who
attended the Spring wortshop without benefit of CEU
credits for their hard work.

My goal is have SCTI become a pre-approved CEU
provider so that the bulk of SCT course wmk will be
accepted by the Fennsylvania Board of Examiners fa
CEUs whether the training takes place in or out of the
state of Pennsylvania. I am exploring ways to make this
happen. I will keep you updated on my progress in the
next SCT Newsletter. If you would like further
infonnation, call me at (610) 941-9765, I will be
delighted to hear from you.

f*, Ad;[i'd A//;a;r,n+
MbyLindaFarrow.
In an attempt to personalize my contribution to SCT and
create an opportunity for wort exchange, I recently
suceeded in geuing PCACB (PA Chemical Abuse
Certification Board) approval for specific SCT Training
Events. The life of the agreement is until 3lll98.
Currently approved events are:

o First Monday of the Month Sampling SCT
. Ongoing Monday SCT Training Group
o Five-day Intermediate Skill Training Spring, 1997 n

Philadelphia
o SCT Weekend Workshop Spring, 1997 in Phila.

For those who have a CAC (Certified Addiction
Counselor) credential, this means that you can apply
CEUs ftom these events toward your every 2-year re-
certification requiremenl For those working on becoming
CACs, you can apply CEUs to the initial total hours
required for the basic certification. Plans are in the works
to submit the Saturday Friends Series for approval.
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For anyone in other states who may be interested in
attracting a population of addiction-focused therapsts and
earning some wuk exchange hours, you may want to
replicate this process. It involves talking to your State
Certification Board, letting their list of procedures fa
approval, filling out papenvork for each training modality
or event you want approved and being the contact
person who provides aprpropriate p,roof of attendance,
keeps records, and is responsible for updating the
applications each year.

This process might serve as a useful model for those
clinicians who address a particular population c
diagnosis. If you have a specialized credential, it is
exciting to tease out the specifics SCT Training can
offer to your treatment strategy, further proof of how rich
and adaptable this training can be. Moreover, it calls
these qualities to the attention of your professional
colleagues and gives SCT visibility.

t*rWf4d;al
E/r^U'l;A,f submitted by Mickie Rosen

It was only after psychiarist Ray Leibl, M-D. framed
SCT as a, series of distinct plnses of learning that the
California Medical Association decided to give him
Continuing Medical Education credits for more than one
year of SCT taining. Their criteria for "Meritorious
Learning" required that "each request must be for a one-
time, non-recurrent activity." He framed the leamings at
each phase as non-recrurent. This resulted in the
committee approving the SCT program.

In the event that other SCT rainees might need a model
fo independently seeking continuing education credits
from their particular discipline, Ray has agreed that we
could publish his request-for-credits letter as a resource
for you.

Dear Mr. Siltanen,

Thank you very much for your letter, in which you
explained that there was no rush in getting to you a
viewpoint that would allow you to consider my
studies in Systems-Centered Theory and Training as
exceptional, not recurent. Thank you, too, for
acknowledging yorrr impressions that this material
is of high level and quality. I appreciated this
assurance.

You may recall that I promised to use the leamings
themselves to frame this "exceptional, not
recurrent" viewpoint for you. I shall do this by
describing the phases of relationship and I will
explain how the kinds of available learnings are
different at each phase.

While the course frarnework remains constant" there
are several parallel simultaneous courses happening
which participants are learning: which one(s) are
available to a participant depends upon in which

t4

phase of relationship is the participant in that group.

Here is how this works: all relationships, whether
two people or a group, go through phases. During
each phase, only certain categories of inforrration
can be transmitted and received; all other
categories are deleted or distorted. This is why the
learnings are each time unique, until leaming has
taken place during each phase of relationship.
Specifically:

In the initial "Customary Phase", only things which
are expected, proper, polite or rude, protocol,
convention, rights, and etiquette are learned. All
else is excluded since it is embarrassing, improper,
rude, out of order, or gauche. The first time I took
tlat program I learned Oe Customary.

In the next phase, the Authority Phase, subcategory
Flight, I didn't dare try out what I really meant,
thought, or felt. As a result, I hid my true opinions,
and complied, keeping my disagreements to myself.
I adapted. I learned what others thought; I did not
think for myself with the available data.

In the next phase, as a member of that group, the
Authority Phase, subcategory Fight, I will vie fa
position. I will take on authority. My interest will be
more to assert my power than o seek truth, (that is
not the case in our interaction here, Mr. Siltanen.)
At this point" I learn about s0atus, fighting,
aggression, power; I do not learn other facts r
theory about the course.

As I emerge from the two subphases of Autho,rity, I
will finally understand how to give power to
leadership, and understand how to take power as a
member. I will realize that we all have a role in
getting work done. Now I can see data in this more
balanced way. But first I must work my way through
the Intimacy Phase.

In the Intimacy phase, subcategory Fusion, I will
over-identify with the leader and the group, in
essence becoming them. In this state, I have no
ability to utilize my own unique personality and
experience to process the incoming data. I have
become a clone. The leader and group are flawless.
The model is perfect. Their song is my song.

In tho next phase, the Intimacy Phase, subcategory
Fracture, I will discover that their way really does
not give room for my own essence, my own perfect
understanding. What they are proposing, doing
Oinking, has intolerable flaws. I can no longer see
any merit in their system. I must go it alone.

As I emerge from the Intimacy Phase, I begin to
rcalize that there is merit, not perfection in their
system, and my own uniqueness is not destroyed by
their existence. It is not a perfect fit, but it is
workable enough to cooperate and co-exist.

Finally in the Infonnation Phase, I can be clear
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enough to rea[y examine the kinds of information
which are available, unclouded by the authority
shadows, free from the anguish of requiring a
perfect fit.

I can look at others' logic and proposals in lerms of
its own merits. I can evaluate my own inner
experience as a truth of is own. I can weigh and
consider these disparate truths in my mind at the
same time. This balance permits me to bring all of
my intelligence into the deciding pr@ess, all of the
inforuration free ftom the p'revious distortions.

At each stage of this program, from the viewpoint of
my own stage of development, I will learn
something different I think that this will take about
five years. Now, in 1997, I am in my third year;
with two more to go after this.

I hope that this all makes sense. I have a raft of
lit€rature to validate this theory, as well as
anecdotes from my own experience. I would be
happy to provide a1s1s dstail, should you require it.

I hope that you found this interesting. I also hope
that you can use it to give me Category I credits. In
any case, thank you fr this opportunity o dialog
with you abut a subject of great interest to me.

Yours sincerely,

Raymond D. Leibl" M.D.
CRCP(C), MRCPsych.

As a result of this letter Ray received CME credit for a
second year. Since he is required to reapply each year,
for his third year, he again sent the above letter ogether
with a report of his progress: 'according to that learning
schedule" he was "just completing the Flight Phase of
the Authority Phase" of development. He went on to say
that "at each stage of the SCT Training Prograrn, while
the framework is the same, the learning available !o me
is different. This is caused by, and limited by the view-
point available in my own staSe of develop-
ment."......."and the viewpoint ftom each new role to
which I am assigned enhances access to these different
learnings."

Do I have a subgroup in wishing Ray success for this
year too? Will this approach continue to work? Does it
hold promise for you own application for CE credits? To
learn the ourcome or fu more information, contact Ray
by mail at 99 Broadway Avenue, Toronto M4P 1V2
Canada by e-mail at rayleibl@arcos.com, by Fax (416)
48U2291, or phone Phone (416) 487-2810.

f* l,ur4-rrl Hq,Ail Hulil' V
ferr-lA Ar^4,"rr1a44
In Boston, people can apply dirccdy fr LMHC
LMFT CEUs. Steve Weinstein is in the prccess

applying to become a provider.

U5E THE NEWgLETTER TO

KEEP US INFORMED

of fhe ??oceeo and ?roqreeo of
olher apVlicatione for

Continuing E ducation Cr e dite

and
of

Opportunity for a
Social Worker

who is a memberof

the Philadelphia Society

for Clinical Social Wrokerc

to jcin

Yvonne Asazarian

& Dick Ganley
in giving a presentation forthe

Philadelphia Society ot

Clinical Psychologists

in conjunction with the

Philadelphia Society tor

Clinical Social Workers

in March 1998

lf you are interested
Contact Dick Ganley

(610) 664-s730
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THE 1gg7-lggg
SCT SATURDAY SERIES

at
Friends Hospital, Philadelphia, PA

SYSTEMS.CENTERED TRAINING
FOR INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP

PSYCHOTHERAPY

An Introduction to the
Theory & Methods

of Systems- Centered Therapy
and

Training in the Container Role
for people who are already working

in SCT training groups

This sequence of six one-day workshops may be
taken individually or together. Each worlcshop
focuses on a particular aspect of groups through

. theory lectures. technique demonstrations

. role-play practioe

. experiential group

This series is great for people who work with groups
or individuals - but may not lnow about SCT. Let
anyone lnow who might be interested! Brochures
will be available in August.

Detes and toplcs ere listed ln the Nodce Board of
SCT Trainlng Events on pagc 30

Contact person: Cleudla Byram (21, 561-0341

AU9TIN
1CT ?UTERYIgION OROU?
Rich Armington & Susan Cassano
1 0:00-t 1-00 Wednerday llornlnge

2525 Walllngwood, Sultc 701

Fee 130
Gontact: Rich Armington (512) 306.0166

An nouncln7
A Naw Dook to be Released in 1997

by Fairleiqh Dickinson lniversity Treoo

IMMIGRANT EXPERIENCES:
Personal Narrative and
Psychological Analysis

Paul Elovitz and
Charlotte Kahn, Editors

The editors and contributors io Ois volume rep.
resent immigrants, first generation Americans
with a strong sense of their immigrant roots, and
paychotherapists who have heard the intimate
details of tbe immigration experience from patients.

The authors have lived what they write about. They
speak as human beings - people talking to people,
maintaining a humanistic, reader-friendly style as
they inform what they write with the insighs of
psychology, a lmowledge of history, and a degree
of academic rigor.

This book addresses all those who harbor
ethnocenricism and xenophobia - that means,
everyone.

Nina Klebanoff
loe! llUiessler

New Offices!
As of Julv l, 197

Pleose updqte your SCT
membership directory.

Hotel Olcott Gobby offices)
27 West 72nd Street
New York, NY 1OO23etA72l4W

Systems.Gentered work with
o individuals. coupleso groups. couplgst--groups. organizations
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COMPLAINTS AND STRATEGIES
TO UNIX) TIIEM: PART II

by Anita Simon

This column is a continuation of the article in the last
Newsletter (Vol 5, No 1) entitled "Decoding SAVI
'Alerts': Spotlight on Compliaints." In that article,
Claudia Byram and I discussed in detail the role of
Complaining behavior. Complaints telegraph our distress
in code without giving the listener useable data about
the disress. We discussed the impact of Complaining
behaviors in dialogues between clients and therapists as

well as dialogues in other settings. We also discussed
how Complaining behaviors engender "Helpful
Proposals" ftom the listener: ("It's so gloomy sg[.r -"'Well, let's get a video." - "Oh, video's ate so boring."

- "\{sll, let's go to a movie.") We concluded the
article with strategies fq undoing Complaint-Complaint
and Complaint-Helpful Proposal role locks. The core of
an anti-complaint intervention strategy is to help the
pers,on locked into passivity and helplessness, who
voices through Complaints how bad things are, to change
to an active behavior - Proposal - which spells out
what he or she wants to be different.

The following article will illustrate how this srategy fr
undoing Complaints was applied to two couples in
therapy, and will review the interventions.

Complaints are a ubiquitous part of our daily con-
versation. Complaining behavior is the precursor of a
direct connection with feelings. We seem to use this
behavior most when we are tired, or indignant, or feel
superior. We also complain when we can't see a direct
way to get something we want without expending more
energy than we want to.

Our use of Complaint behavior underlines the SAVI
postulate that "there are no good or bad behaviors". We
all complain, and we all complain a great deal. This
becomes a problem only when it becomes eitber an
intra-personal or inter-personal problem, e.g., when we
assume a one-down posture in a one-up/one-down role
lock within ourselves or with others.

As you can see from the SAVIGRID in the next column,
Complaints are nested in the square that is the
intersection between RED LIGIIT behaviors and
PERSON behaviors. This means that Complaints are a
fomr of behavior we use to avoid ransferring personal
infonnation. The type of information transfer actively
avoided by Complaints is about some things we want

that are different from what we have, and about our
feelings related to the context of what we want.
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To illustrate, the Complaint below avoids transfening
personal infomration:
Partner 1: 'Sally's husband lmk her skiing last week.
We never go skiing anymore."
This statement masks information about what the
speaker wants, and as we discussed in detail in the last
newsletter, if a proposal is made to the person voicing
the complaint inviting them to address the assumed
want, it is rebuffed "as if' the speaker doesn't actually
want what the compLaint seems to be about. Let's
continue with this example:
Partner 1: 'Sally's husband took her skiing last week.
We never go skiing an5more."
Partner 2: 'Well, how about if we go skiing next
weekend?'
Partner 1: "Yes, but it's so expensive - you can't even
get on the slopes without blowing sixty bucks."

The 'help ne - help me/ain't it awful" tone of voice
that accompanies repeated complaints, often evokes a
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helpful response from listeners. When this offer of help
can be use4 all is well. When the complaint role is
grounded in the belief that nothing will help, then new
incoming infonrution (in the fonn of "helpful" proposals)
bounces off a boundary that is closed to new information.
As a result, in addition to the original problem causing
the complaintant's distress, interpersonal poblems are
generated.

Below is a discussion of the effects of Complain-
Complain and Complain-Propose role locks in a therapy
session, and the steps used to implement a strategy fr
changing Complaints to Proposals.

The Couple with the Blahs
Arthur and Alice had been in couple's therapy with me
for 4 months. They lnew how to undo cognitive
distortions, could undo tension, and could catch the
boomerang defense to undo depression. They had been
working on things they wanted to improve in their
relationship for several sessions. Alice usually brought in
what she wanted to work on. Arthur complied without
much energy at the strrt of the session, yet came to have
satisfaction and learnings by the end. One session, the
Dr. Sysifus syndrome (see Yvonne's book) struck - and
fm the whole session, I labored valiantly !o "moven us
ahead. Both Alice and Arthur had unwittingly moved into
Arthu's 'feeling blah and having nothing to wo(k on"
sub-group, and I had, also unwittingly, moved into
Alice's old sub-group of "Helpful Proposer".

In the following session, neither had disnactions, neither
had anything they wanted to work on, neither felt their
lives or their therapy were going well. I noted that all the
activity and energy seemed to be in my chair, and asked
where they placed themselves on the "Blah" scale -(from I being "blah" to 10 being "very excited about
their work"). She was 'minus l" and he was "about 2".
They reported that their therapy matched their lives -they didn't seem to want to do anything in their work c
personal lives, and neither had anything to say 'today" in
therapy.

I asked if ttrey would try the strategy of switching frmr
Complaints to Proposals (described in part I of this
article). They agreed.

I introduced the concepts about Complaints and their
impact on a system; how they @ment the belief that one
is powedess to change, and suggested they try a new
way of behaving: "Limit your behaviors fm the next 15

minutes to either Proposals or Agreemens. If you like
your parher's proposal - then agre€ to try it out, if not,
make a counter proposal that meets your needs and is
likely to meet your partner's needs as well."

I proposed that one of them make a proposal fa
something he or she wanted. After a brief tussle in which
they "didn't want anything", Alibe said 'I've wanted to
make a ski-trip out West for four years, but I know it will
never happen." We undid that "negative prediction'. Sbe
stafied to make her proposal, got out half a sentence,
then started to flood with affect and tears.

18

When we differentiated facts from fantasy, we found that
a piece of wort was still needed before the proposal
could be generated - the work of differentiation
between two feelings: the feelings coming from reality
(what she wanted and how that "wanting" felt) versus the
feelings coming from fantasy ( not expecting to ever get
what she wanted). Alice worked to explore both fmks in
the road: the feeling that came from wanting the
vacation and the feelings that came from her thought
that she would never get one.

When this fck became clear, Alice developed the
ability to choose. She went toward the "wanting" path
and made her proposal: "I propose we start working now
to train someone to take care of the store for a week to
ten days, within the next year, and plan to go skiing out
West." Arthur's fact lit up, and he instantly replied "That
sounds'good!" We then undid Alice's "mind read" that
Arthur "didn't really mean it."

Arthur had spontaneously made an "agreement" - with
pleasure. Since the strategy of using only Proposals or
Agreements was not yet part of Oeir conscious
repertoire, Arthur then "yes-butted" part of Alice's
proposal: "but, we haven't been able to find someone to
train who can handle the store alone." I reminded him
that the behavior he said he wanted to try was a
Proposal, and asked him to malre one. He said "I propose
we close the store, and use the closing to motivate our
customers to come into our Winter sale, and we can
have the sale the week after the vacation. We can put a
sign in the window and a message on our machine to tell
people to come to our big sale next week." Alice's face
became quite animated, and she replied "that's a great
idea" and started to build on the plan.

The therapist's role is to consult to the process, so when
Alice returned to complaining - "But there is a
problem, we each have sixteen different places we want
to go to ski, and we can never make a decision " - I re-
taught the difference between Complaints and Proposals,
and asked her which behavior she had just used. She
recognized that it was a complaint. I reinforced that she
was on the right track, but was using the wrong behavior
to work toward implementing a decision. I taught them
that making joint decisions required nailing down who
would take the next step and stating when that step
would happen.

Using this information, Alice made a new proposal -that they meet at dinnertime Tuesday and name 2 places
where they'd like to go. skiing. Arthur agreed, and
proposed that she stop at the travel aSency to get
infonnation about current packages and aidine fares.

When I took their emotional temperature at the end of
the session on the Blah - Excited scale, Alice reported
being at "8 and a half' and Arthur reported being at
"seven and was looking forward to making more
decisions."

Arthur came into tbe following session with several
proposals he wanted to make. Alice reported being
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pressure to have to fix "many unsatisfying situations."

In summary, the steps used to undo this couple's
Complain-Complain role lock were:
1. Recognize and label the pattern

2. Teach different behaviors: help the person using
complaints to switch from Complaint to Proposal

3. Undo the negative predictions that restrain making a
Proposal

4. Differentiate between exploring positive feelings
about wanting something and negative feelings
about not expecting to get it. Propos€ an active
choice between ttre two

5. Undo any mind-reading about whether or not the
Proposal is "really meant."

6. Stop Complaints or Yes-buts in reaction to partner's
Proposals. Switch to making counter-proposals.

7. Conclude by reviewing the anti-complaint strategy.

It's helpful to point out that, like any other behavior, a
Proposal can be a restraining force to making a decision
as well as a driving force. To illustrate, one couple was
working on the issue of life at home while the wife,
Mary, was Pre-Menstrual with PMS. Her husband, Paul,
had been bitterly complaining about how impossible she
was, and Mary complained about how un-understanding
he was abut how badly she felt When they started to
use the Proposal-Agreement strategy their proposals
quickly polarized from slightly unacceptable to totally
unacceptable:

Mary: I propose you be more helpful with chores when
I'm PMS
Paul: I propose you be clearer about what I should do.

Mary: I propose you take off from work 5 days each
month when I'm PMS to stay home and help.

Arthur: I propose you find someone else to listen to
your complaints.

I reminded them of their goat that they wanted to make
a decision which would help them solve this problem. I
suggested that the kind of proposals that would help
them reach their goals were proposals that would solve
their own problems and help their partner solve his r
her problem. I asked them if the last round of proposals
had brought them closer to their goal or made the
problem wors€.

After some discussion, Mary said: "I propose that you
help a little more with the chores when I am PMS, and I
will tell you exactly what kind of help would be helpful
to me."

To this proposal Arthur gave grateful agreement.

This article has extended the discussion started in the
last Newsletter about the role of complaints in inter-
personal and intra-personal dialogues that lock us into
helpless passivity. This article has illustrated the use of
anti-complaint strategies in couple's therapy to unblock
the energy in the system, and vector it toward reaching
desired goals.
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SOMATIC.MARKERS AS THE
NEUROBIOLOGICAL LEVEL OF

POSITTVE AND NEGATTYE
PREDICTIONS
by Richard Peters

Systems-Centered Theory defines positive and negative
predictions as cognitive defenses that provide an escape
ftom some aspect or other of reality. The characteristic
positive and negative predictions share is that both
involve crossing the boundary ftm reality into ineality;
this often includes a loss of some degree of boundary
penneability after the crossing.

The effect of either positive or negative predictions on
the person who resorts to them is the generation of a
misconstructed reality (ineality) which arouses feelings
indistinguishable from those aroused by primary reality.
Both positive and negative predictions influence
decision making in such a way as to divorce it frorr
reality to some degree. Decisions made on the basis of
faulty or misconstructed reality tend to be maladaptive
and often quite painful in their consequences.

We lnow that at the psychological level, positive and
negative predictions are aroused by painful collisions
with reality, and tend to be both consistent and persistent
reactions to certain classes of events. The neurobiologist"
Antonio R. Damasio has provided a neurobiological
explanation of decision making that fis extremely well
with the SCT behavioral model (1994'). Damasio says, in
briel that the function of reasoning is making decisions;
lmowledge about the context requiring a decision, the
possible options, and the likely short term and long term
consequences of those options, is required for decision
making to occur.

He describes three general kinds of decision making
contexts:
l. the body physiology situation, such as a drop in

blood sugar level, where decision making is not
conscious. There is no sense of options and
consequences, and all of the necessary knowledge is
built in, up until the conscious awareness of hunger
is experienced;

2. the self-protective situations, where acts such as
ducking or jumping aside are required. Such
experiences, while conscious when we were learning
ttrem, involve a stimulus-response pairing which
becomes automatically implemented without
thought or deliberation;

3. complex situations such as choosing a career,
making an inves0nent, or solving an intellectual
problem.

The third class of decision making contexts rely on
deriving logical consequences from existing premises.
All decisions in this class involve complex stimulus

situations with numerous options and varied,
complicated consequences, often consequences in
conflict with one another. 'Complexity and uncertainty
loom so large Oat rcliable predictions arc not easy to
come by," says Damasio. Without a shortcut, the
decision-making proc€ss would be loo cumbersome fc
efficiency.

What if, however, the effects of even a fleeting mental
glimpse of a bad outcome riggers an unplesant sensation
in the body? This sensation (soma) marks an image (bad
outcome), and hence a somatic marker operates as an
automatEd alarm signal. The effect of both positive and
negative somatic mrkers is to quickly and drastically
reduce the nrrmber of options. Somatic markers, then, re
'a special instance of feelings generated from secondary
emotions."r Certain contexts have been connected, by
learning, to certain predicted outcomes.

Somatic markers are acquired through experience,
"under the control of an intemal preference system" and
are inlluenced by external circumstances, which can
include social and ethical considerations.

"The neural basis fr the internal preference system
consists of mostly innate regulatory dispositions" which
meet primary system survival goals (homeostatic
maintenance of functionally balanced biological
conditions). The internal preference system operates on
the pleasure principle, probably socially as well as
physiologically mediated. Neural level learning connects
certain classes of events with the production of pleasant
or unpleasant hdy states.

The somatic marker system has acquired a
neurologically-based dispositional reprcsentation of an
"experience-driven, noninherited, arbitrary connection."
Any exposure to an option, or class of options, r
consequenoes now can reenact a painful or pleasurable
body state without necessarily being consciously
perceived.

The above description of Damasio's somatic marker
hypothesis is necessarily abbreviated and incomplete.
His book, nDescartes'Error' (1994) will fill in the blanks
and is an excellent read.

Of major interest to this writer is the congruence of SCT
with some approaches to the neurobiology of brain
function, and the possible sharpening of SCT insights
through these kinds of interdisciplinary cross-checking.

Reference
Antonio R. Damasio (1994). Descartes' Etor: Emotion,
Reason, and thc Human Brain. New York Avon Books:

I All quatatons are from Damasio's book (1994).
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Tkg',fL. al a ALU:
A q"*f En+u;{4"c,
by Elaine Dinitz

Awe. Exhilaration. Exhaustion. Joy. Last week I helped
my daughter deliver her baby.

My first grandson was born in San Francisco, four years
ago. I was at home in New Ymk while my daughter,
Julie, was in labor three thousand miles away. Her
devoted husban( Steve, was dutifully at her side.
Unfortunately, Noah's delivery was not easy: Julie was
in labor a long time; the doctor tried using instruments;
after twenty-six hours he finally removed the baby
surgically. The process was probably more stressful fa
Steve than he had anticipated. Although he is a
dedicated husband and father, he was less than
exhilarated by the grunts, pain and blood of the birthing
process; cutting the cord was not "his thing."

The great geographic distance betrreen us did not
dampen my delight with Noah's arrival. Our entire family
was enchanted with the new baby, and his parens
adored him. Julie's only disappointment was that, despite
her detennination, a vaginal birth had not been possible.

During her second pregnancy, Julie hoped she might
have what is called a "VBAC," meaning a Vaginal Birth
After Cesarean. She requested that I be present at the
delivery, with Steve. Having her mother there would
provide additional comfort and reassurance. A mother
might cope better with the raw physicality of the
delivery, which a husband could find taxing.

It would be my first time assisting at childbirth. I felt
honored and agreed o participate, not lmowing what to
expecL It occurred to me how fitting it was for a mother
to support her daughter in this major task of worunhood.

We were a group of six in the delivery room: Julie,
Steve and I, with the doctor and the nurse - all
assisting in the struggle of the unbom child to cross the
boundary into life. For hours, we worked as a team in the
strenuous task of pushing a large baby through a small
opening into the outside world.

When Arie finally slid into the world, I gleefully
exclaimed to my daughter "You did it. You had a
VBAC!" In the style of his generation, my son-in-law's
frst words were "Julie, that was really cool!" Then he
very graciously offered the scissors, for me to cut the
cord.

Julie, Steve, and thek new baby Arie were required to
leave the hospital after less than 24 hours (according to
the managed care rules). Once at home, Julie was weak,
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four year old Noah wanted attention, the newborn needed
care, and the phone was always ringing. Julie, Steve,
and I fonned another gloup,with the task of managing a
home turned upside down by the arrival of a new baby.
This was at least as challenging as my part in the
delivery room.

I helped care for Noah, did laundry, prepared meals,
entertained guests, changed diapers, and cleaned toilets

- yet none of these mundane tasks felt onerous to me. I
worked with pleasure, until I was ready to drop. After
resting briefly, I found a second winG and did wha0ever
else was required. The pleasure of devoting myself fully
to household life-support sustained me through my
exhaustion. I was surprised that I found these household
tasks so richly rewarding. The larger goal, of supporting
my daughter and her family through a stressful time,
infused each motion with a sense of high purpose. It
seemed as if I were following a developmental program
that has repeated itself: mothers supporting their children
in the process of bringing new life into the world.

A transformation occurs when we cross a boundary and
find ourselves indelibly changed. As a result of this
experience, my perspective on fanily, and biology has
been expanded. I unearthed new knowledge about the
relationship between mother and daughter, and life
emerging into the world. I discovered in myselt a fierce
love for the newborn, and a deep compassion fo the
forlorn feelings ofhis older brother

My family appreciated all my efforts, and I enjoyed
hearing their thanks, although I did not take it
"personally." The primary source of my gratification was
in my role. My fulfillment was related to thoughts,
feelings, and memories that felt ancient and archetypal;
I had been included as a valued player in a significant
life event.

Finally, it was time for me to take leave. I had
discovered my place in a succession of parents through
the ages, supporting our children in launching their own
nuclear families. At my departure, Julie and Steve
expressed how satisfying this time had been. I believe
the power of group experience was an important factor.

Many thanks to bundarying, vectoring, subgrouping and
hierarchy. I was able to maintain my focus, energy,
resonance, and cooperation.

NEW $DAY AUTHORITY ISSUE GROUP
Austin, Texas

November 15-20, 1997
Contact: Yvonne Agazarian for criteria
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by Tove ni* {randstrup

In 1993 I attended the Ninth European Synposium in
Crroup Analysis in Heidelberg, Gerurany. I was lucky to
be able to join a small group that met every morning
with Yvonne Agazarian. I became so interested in the
way Yvonne was working as leader and therapist with
that group that I decided to find out how to learn more
from her. After the symposium in Heidelberg, I started to
vector my energy towrd this goal.

In 1995 I succeeded in getting a leave fiom my job as
chief psychologist in the district psychiatric clinic in
Thiste4 Denmarh and also in getting enough money !o
undertake:
o the September 195 Five-Day Introductory Training

in York, England
. a two-months training period in Philadelphi4 USA,

during October and November 1995.
Before I went to the training in Philadelphia my
lmowledge and experience with SCT had been resricted
to the smnll group in Heidelberg, reading several SCT
Newsletters and articles, the materials from the 194 and
1995 workshops, and the York Five-Day Infoductory
Training in September 1995.

The Arrival
On September 30, 1995 I crossed the boundary to the
United States, to Philadelphic and to the SCT society.
From the beginning, Yvonne, Fran Carter, Cinnie
Thompsonr, Claudia Byran, and Anita Simon created a
context of warrrth, acceptance, interest, and support,
Later, SCT members with whom I met and worked
during the next two month period received me with equal
wamth.

Crossing this boundary to a new country was more
turbulent than I had expected: a new language and still
thinking in Danish; a new way of solving ordinary
everyday problems; being social in a very diferent way;
not walking alone in the streets in the evenings; and
seeing the many homeless people. In many ways I felt as
if I were starting again from my very beginning.

The Program
Yvonne prepared a two-month program for me, including:
r Introductory Training Groups
o Experiential Training Groups
o Experiential Research Groups
. Therapy Groups
o \Yeekend \Yorkshop in Boston
o Experimental Training, Theory, and Supenrision

Groups in New York
o EGPS Conference in New Yorlc
o DVGPS Conference in Philadelphia
. 5-day Intennediate Training in Philadelphia
o SCT Weekend Conference in Philadelphia

'I r"., ,o lucky to live in Cinnie's house for tbe entire period.
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I cossed the boundary to the Monday Gmup on Ocober
2,1995 and since have crossed the boundary to a goup
49 times.

The Learning
The variety of experiences in the different groups were
fundamental to my learning. My personal development
was enhanced by working with my own defenses,
feelings, and impulses, and by sitting on the edge of the
untnown. Again and again I went through a barrier
experien@, locked into my person system, not able to
join a subg;roup. Aft€r that came the feeling of support
and then the courage to explore myself in a subgroup
created around similarities. The subgroup helped me
cross the boundary to communicate my inner
experiences to others, then, through the process of
building m each other's experiences, deepen the
experience.

The intensity of the group work gave me the possibility
to explore deeply, to experience the animal part of
myself, to moet my primary aggression, and to explore
my sadism through sadistic fantasies - ending up with
the spontaneous feeling of belonging, sameness, and
connection with the target of my tor0re. Parallel to the
experiential worl/personal development was the
intellectual understanding of the SCT theory and the
technique.

I studied what I read in papers, articles, and chapters of
Yvonne's new book. I warched videos, had discussions
with Yvonne and Fran, and was taught SAYI by Anita.

Skill learning took place in the five day intermediate
and the SCT weekend workshops, but skill leaming also
happened in the experiential groups by way of
experiencing the distraction exercise, undoing defenses,
undoing role locks, sitting on the edge of the unlmown,
fort in the roa( force field work, supbgrouping, and so
dr"

I had personal supervision with Yvonne, Fran and Larry
Ladden. This gave me the opportunity to reflect on my
work with three different persons, with three different
ways of supervising. It was inspiring.

Force-Fleld of thc Two Months Tralnlng Period
The goal was to learn SCT - more precisely: personal
growth and deductive learning experiences with the
intention !o use SCT as an orientation in my work.

The Driving Forces:
o a clear goal for my training
o a clear time boundary for my training (two mouths)
o a firm decision to leam SCT ftom the inside - to go

into this "room of thinking" (theory), experience it,
and look at it from its own premises (instead of
standing outside and questioning the theory by
comparing it to my psychodynamic way of thinking).

o a defined program for participation in groups and
conferences for the whole period.

o the experience of different kinds of groups - seeing
the differences and similarities in working with
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patient-therapy groups and psychotherapist exper-
iential groups

o the predominance of experiential learning
. repetition of technique and theory - provided by the

large number of experiences, enhanced theoretical
leaming and my personal development

o supervision from different supervisors
o role play in supervision
o videos about SCT (the Friends inpatient group and

the video about SCT)
r SAVI learning witb Ania
o the wamrth and support from so many people in the

SCT society.

The Restrsining Forces
. a new language - a new culture
o working nearly everyday in Oe period - too little

time for doing other things
. some of the groups were not infomed and prepared

for my participation in the group
o the absence of others in my position of coming frmr

the outside to learn SCT in Philadelphia for a
limited time period

. stafting with participation in esablished experiential
groups and ending up with an SCT weekend group
with other "new" and basic learners (the reverse
order would have been better)

o rot having the experience in a new patient group
from Oe beginning

Leaving Philadelphia and the SCT Envlronment
To say goodbye was both a painful and a learning
experience. I became connected 0o many of the people I
worked with and I experienced what I already lnew: that
it hurts to say goodbye to those with whom you have
been connected. Leaving the patient group was an
especially satisfying proc€ss, because we tmk the time
to say goodbye, feel the feelings, and then separate.

Returning To Denmark
Leaving the SCT environment in which t lived
completely for two months, and going back home was
much more difficult to manage than I had expected. This
situation was a more turbulent one than going the other
way. "Becoming a stranger in a familiar land' as Richard
O'Neill writes in SCT News in January, 19J)6 is a very
precise description. I looked the same on the outside but
was different inside.

Managing the situation of having my SCT thinking,
lnowledge, and skills witl me, while being alone
without the SCT environment to take into my
professional and personal life did not succeed in the way
I had planned. It proved to be more difficult in my
professional life than in my personal life. The driving
forcg in tenns of maintaining an SCT focus in my
personal life and environment has been the interested
attitude and curiosity of my family and friends. This gave
me a good opportunity to tell about my SCT experiences.
Introducing the thinking and skills to others was
stimulating in my personal life and became a way of not
"losing the work".
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In my professional life, the situation has been different.
One of the restraining forces was the acceleration of
internal problems in the organization during the time I
spent in the United States. I returned to a very turbulent
environment - the organization was struggling to
survive - though today, as I write this, the situation in
my professional life looks better. The driving force has
been that I have adjusted my expectations fa
using/integrating SCT !o frt the tempo of the wort
organization.

I have inroduced SCT techniques step by step into the
organization. With some sucoess I have used SCT with a
patient Sroup that I have worked with fm two years, and
in November 1996Lstarted a new group.

A restraining force is that I arn still alone, without an
SCT environment nearby. The driving forces are the SCT
Newletter and the SCT Journal, and the audiotapes. I
hope to get morc of them in the future.

\Yamr greetings to all t lnow!
See you n 1997.

?ooa Rtto ewtbuA, Danaal
ca

Report from the Diversity SIG
Cotiruudfrompage ll
V/e are deciding whether to make time regularly fa
discussing applications of SCT to Diversity training.

Yvonne Agazaian and Ay Ling Han have asked us to
review several letters they have exchanged about how
female homosexuality was discussed at the April 1997
SCT Weekend Wortshop. We are in the process of
clarifying the ideas contained in the letters and exploring
how each of them prcposes that we handle Ois
correspondence. We may have more to report on this in
the next issue of the SCT Training News.

Subway Toem
by louise Gluck

(subrnitted by Jon McCormick)

Long ago,I was wounded. I lived
To revenge myself
Against my father.

Not for what he was -
For what I was from the beginning of time.

In childhoo{ I &ought the pain meant
I was not loved.
It meant I loved.
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Psychological &
Psycheducational

Evaluations
Learning Disabilities

Attention Deficit Disorders
(Children & Adults)

lntegrating Testing into SCT Work
Affective Disorders

Psychological Defenses

Richard (Dick) Ganley, Ph.D.
Licensed Glinical Psychologist
Certified School Psychologist

SCT Member in Training

Chestnut Hill Bala Clnwyd
C.H. Community Center GSB-Bldg., Suite 210
8419 Gonnantown Ave. City Line at Belmont
Philadelphia, PA 19118 Bala Clnwyd, PA 19004
(215)242-07es (610) 664-s730

Special Section for
presenting

SCT
at the

t 5th
I nternational

Congress of 6roup
PsUGhotherapU
ANNIH!LATION SURVIVAL

RE-CREATION

The Oueen Elizabeth ll
Conference Centre

LONOON

Hugust 24-28,1998
Preceded by

Pre-Congress Training lnstitute
August 22-23

Adult Therapy Group
(High Functioning Mernberc)

Eating Disorder Group
(Arnrexh, Bulimia, Compulsive Overeating)

Richard (Dick) Ganley, Ph.D., CGP
AGPA & IAGPA Member
SCT Member ln Training

Bala Cynwy( GSB-Bldg., #210
City Line at Belmont (610) 664-5730
Bala Cynwy4 PA 19004

Call for
SCT News!

Action/ Advircry/ SIG Reporh
Arllcles on SCT lheory & Applicotion
Announcemenls ond Troining Evenls

Surprises ond Leornlngs
Leornings from lheory Groups

Members ln the News

Deodllne for lhe Jonuory lssue
of the SCT Trqlnlng News

December l, 1997

Send to:
SCT Training News

do Mickie Rosen.70 Borcher Ddve
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

Phone (21s) 947-2818 FAX (2151947-2821
E-Mail MrosenTO @ aol.com
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I}IE S

IS Mf,KING R TBRNSITION INTO BECOMINC SELF-SUPPOBTINO.

If you went to conflnuc to recelve the Systcms-Centered Trelnlng@ Newq and do not went

mcmbcrshlp, plcrse scnd e tax deductable donetlon (if you cen) to cover the costs.

n I do nol haue the.lulg 1997 issue, please send me one!

D I haue copu of the julu, 1997 issue

PLERSE CONTINUE TO SENII ME THE SCI'O NEIUSI
Pleasc flll out and return thls lorm

Tlunk you for yow dotutbn of $ M&e checks payble to SCTLRHD

Send b: SCI rYcps o clo Mbkb Rosca o 70 Boucher Drivc o lluntingdon Vallcy, PA l9N6 o USA (215) 947-281E

Addldonal coples end./or beck lssues cen be ordered at thc cost ol $2.50 per copy plus $1.m postage.

Tlu SCT Institwe is a dlvision of Rcsourccs for Hwvn Developruent, hn., a rcgistcred clwritdlc organization

CI! INSTITUIE

GD

THE JOURNAL ACTION
proudly announces publication of the

The

GROUP (JAG)
first and second edition of

SCT@ JOURNAL
Systems€entered Theory and Practice

ALt SCT INST]TUTE MEMBERS RECEIVE THE SCT JOIJRNAL

ADDfnONAL @PIES Al.lD @PIES FOR NON-MEMBERS CAtl BE ORDERED FOR

$ts.oo PER tssuE (ptus postage and handllng)
Add: $2.0O in the US, $Z.SO in Canada or Mexico, and $5.0O outside North America

Enclosed is payment d S 

- 

for 

- 

copy/copies ol the SCT. Journal -Vol. 1- Vol. 2

Name: Phone #.

Address:

Mall total payment (lnctudlng postage and handling) ol l- (payable to SCT/RHD) to:
SCP Prass . do Mickie Rosen,70 Borcher Drive , Huntingdon Valley, PA 19M. USA. (215) 947-2818

SCzO, Syrtens- Ccnarcd@, Systcrr$-Cartered Tmj,/,il/,g6 ard Systems-Ccntered Tlempy@ arc rcgisurd trdenu*s ol Dr. Yvmnc M' Agalrian,
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SCT@ I NSTITUTE MEMBEBSH I P HPPL ICHTI ON

ANd DIBECTORY QUESTIONNRIRE
MEMBEBS BECEIUE:

The Bt-Annuel SCT Newsletter The Annuel SCf Joumsl
SCTI Membcrship Directory Access to Pecr Mentorship

ONE MUSI BE RN RCTIUE MEMBER IN THE SCI INSIITUTE IN ORIIER TO SPPLT FOR
a llcense to use the SCT trademark. an lnvltation for a 5-Day Intermedtate Tralnlng. work cxchange

Annual Membership Fee is $55 (or more or less)
The membershlp year runs from the Nov., 1996 SCT \ilorkshop to thc Nov., 1997 SCT \trorkshop.

Join or renew now to be included in the next edition of the
SCT0 lnstltute Membershlp Dlrectorg

WIIICE WILL LIST TIIE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:
. Member's name, degree(s), mailing address, phones, fax, e-mail

' Type of SCT License held
. Affiliation, type of practice or work specialty. Areas of expertise and/or special interest to SCT network. Hosts for out of town visitors

tr I WAI\IT TO RENEW MY SCT MEMBERSIIIP fOT 1997
New mertert wlw joined in the last quarter of 1996 lave tlu option of

paying infull or of pro-rating thc renewalfee by dcducting $14.N.

tr I WANT TO BECOME AN SCT MEMBER, TOT I99{I

Please list me in the next SCTI Membership Directory as indicated below.
Please chzck which address to use as your mailing address!

Name: (Pbasc Print) Desree:

E Home Address:

2)

4)

E WorUOffice Address;

Home Phone: Work Phone: FAX

E-mail: Type of SCT License held:

SCT members serve as mentors to one another and make themselves available for l0 minute free consultations.

List affiliation, specialty, areas of expertise, or special interests around which you would like 0o subgroup with

other SCT members. l)

3)

2)

List involvement with SCT Advisory, Action, or Special Interest Groups. 1)

3)

Are you willing to hostAouse visitors from out of town or foreign counries? n Yes tr No

I House I Host I Arrange for guest to visit hospitals or clinics in your area?

Encloscd is a chccL lor $ 

- 

payablc ,o SCTIRHD

Send to: SCTI Membership, clo Mickie Rosen, 70 Bouchcr Drive, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
Tlu Systems-Centered lrctintc b a divisbn of Resourccs lor Hunwr Dcveloprcnt, Inc., a rcgbtercd cluitable orgorizltion

SC7b, Sysaru-Cottcrcd@, Systcms-CenteredTraining@, ard Sysums-CeturedThcmpy@
arc registcred tdena*s of Dr. Yvanc M,
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This infomation is for those of you who are interested in
the options for lerning about Systems-Centered Therapy
(SCT). The activities listed on the WHERE TO GO T0
GET WHAT chart are part of an emerging network of
training resour@s. These resources can be explored as
your interests and skills lead you, or approached in a
systematic way with the goal of becoming thonoughly
trained in the theory and practice of SCT. [n addition to
the resources listed on the chart, Systems-Centered
worksh<ips are often offered through American Grmp
Psychotherapy Association Conferences and the
meetings of other professional oganizations.

Systems-Centered training is a combination of
experiential, theoretical and t€chnical training. You can
learn about Systems{entered Therapy by attending
training events at the level that marches your interest
and resouroes - time, energy and money - frm exploring
SCT to making a commitment to fmmal training.
Commitment to SCT training can vary ftom time to
time, based on interest or on life circumstances.

The SCT approach to training is frmctional. The
emphasis is less on "checking off" cerain experiences
than on actually mastering the theory, methods, and the
t€chniques.

Five working levels have emerged for people interested
in learning SCT:

. Exploration

. Foundation Training

. Intermediate Training

. Advanced Training

. Trainer Training (no formal training yet at this
level)

In exploring SCT you can attend training events onc€ 6
as many times as you find useful. Some find the
experiential work valuable fo personal growth; others
want to learn the theoretical approach well enough to
compare it to their own; others use elements of theory
and technique in their curent practical applications. At
this level of participation, you are your own guide,
sipping or drinking deeply as your int€rests and resources
permit

Some people discover enough value in SCT theory and
practice to consider making SCT a prfurary orientation to
their work. At this point it begins to matter whether their
accumulating training experiences are building a

foundation for later wulc Especially imporunt at this
level is the personal development and training that
comes from working in an on-going experiential training
group, and working with sufficient intensity to explore
and contain one's own issues with authority. At a
6inims6, an experiential raining group and some wort
with theory are foundations to further wort in SCT. If
you find yourself exploring this shift into more structured
training, you can make contact with an SCT Mentor to
find out more about the training process.

Hffi
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::a:ii1::i:::i::ii::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::ai:l

Having leamed 0o wort as members in an SCT group,
and to understand and contain Oe dynamics of their own
authority issue, people become eligible to move to
Inteflnediate training experiences. The Intemediate
level of raining intnodues more focus on theory, on the
technical skills of SCT, on managing role boundaries,
and on containing the dynamics of a group. As the
training program emerges, the transition to Intennediate
work increasingly involves worting in the Containing
role in experiential groups, that is, worting as a group
merrber, but with the addition of conscious awaleness of
oneself as a function of the group and of the group in
which one is functioning. A major componant of
Intermediate training is a series of 5-Day Workshops, the
first of which focuses on learning the technical skills of
basic defense modification in Modules 1 and 2, while
the second focuses on work in Module 3. At the
Interrrediate level, participants work in a Theory group

and a Supervision group in addition to their ongoing
Experiential group.

Advanced training roles and activities are emerging.
These will be a blend of experiential work, theory and
supervised application, with an emphasis on the
integration of comprehensive and apprehensive
understanding in the context of managing all relevant
boundaries in an application setting. Leadership
Practicum Training Crroups p,rovide on tbe spot practice
and feedback. On the horizon is an advanced 5-Day
Training Group.

No formal haining has emerged yet at this level. Some
elements of raining experiences are available as staff
members for the Saturday Series at Friends Hospital in
Philadelphia and in some SCT Weekend Workshops
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. FIRST MONDAY OFTHE MONTIIT
SAMPLINGSCT
Everybody is welconre to atrcnd an intro
ductory "expleining and exflcing" of the
SCT experience. C-ontainer Role training
available for experienced SCT members.

. Whene: Philadelphia C-ounty Medical Society
21st & Spring Garden Sreets (On-site parking)

. VYhenr 6:0G9:00 prn
The first Monday of each month excep
for Augrst and Sepember.

. Rcgistrrtion! $50 on-sirc or in advance.

. Contect: Yvome Agazarian
Ql5) 561-'1428 for infqmatio.

. MOIIIDAYS: SC"T TRAIMNG GROUP
Perrnanent membership in an ongoing
experiential training group from 6:0G7:3O pm-
Skill raining in SCT techniques of funaioml
subgroping, boundarying, and the hierarchy
of defense modifrcation.
Opional T'ai Clli : ftom7:30 pm-8:15 pn

. Whene: Philadelphia Comty Medicd Saiety
2lst & Spring Garden Streets (On-site parking)

. When:6:0G7:30pm
Every Monday (first Monday of the rnonth
opional) Groq does not meet itr August

. Registrdlon: $25 on-site or in advance.

. ContacL Yvonne Agazariau
Qls) 561-7428 for informatioo

. LAST WEDNESDAY OF THE MONTII:
SCTTRAININGDAY
with Yvonnc Agezarien
The SCT training day includes:
Theory Seminer 9:0G10:45 am
Experientiel Trddng Grcup I l:0G12:30 prt
Le,edership kecticum I:3G3:00 prn
Superwision 3:0G4:30 pm
These courses can be takeD seprately or togelt€r.

. 'Whene: 
Friends Hcpital,4&u Roosevelt

Blvd. On-site parking.
. V9hen:The last Yfed. of eadr month

except fc August.
. Registretion:

$40 any single session
$35 each for any two or three sessions
$125 for tult day (Airline Commuers: $100)

. Contact: Yvonoe Agazarian (215) 561-7428
Fran Carter (215) 988-9523, a Oaudia Byram
(215) 561-0341 fa information.

. I,AST WH)IVESDAY OF TIIE MONTH:
SCTTN,AININGGROUP
Perrnanent rrembership in an ongoing ex-
periential raining grorp.

Skill training in SCT tedrniques of
functional subgrorping, boundarying,
end the hierarchy of defeuse modification, etc.

. Wlrere: 1831 Chestnut Street, Phil&, PA

. When:6:@9:00pn
Tlre last rtrednesday of the month excep
fc August.

. ReSistrcion: $50 on-site or in advance.

. Cootect: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428
for more iafcmation,

. I"AST trIRIDAY OFTHE MONTH:
N)VANCED SCT TR,AIMNG DAY
wittYvome fuserian
The SCT training day includes:

IhcotTfl -edenhip Precti cum l
12:@2:0pm
Sopen'isim: 2:0G4:05 pm (bring lunch)
ErpericdiC Groupr 4:15-5:45 pm
(b*itatimoily)

. VYhcre: l83l Chestnut Stre€t, Phila., PA

. Whcn: (sees tirnes lised above)
The last Friday of eadr month except for
August"

. f,egistretion: $25 for each single session
Payment on-site or in advance.

. Contecl: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428
for inforrnation.

. LAST FRIDAY OFTHE MOMH:
ADVANCED SCT TRAIMNG GROUP
Permanent membership in an advanced
ongcing experiential training grorp that me€ts
weekly with tlre opportudty fa members to
practice taking a leadership role.
(Mmbership by invitation only)

. Where: l83l Chestnut Street, Phila., PA

. When: 4:15 - 5:45 pm

. Contrct: The teleplrone tee,

. TWICEA MONTH TRIDAY PEER,
LEADERSHIP PR,ACTICUM:

. When: First Friday of the Month 2:3G4:00 pm
and Next to Last Friday of Month 4:15-5:45 pm
See criteris for memberchip on pege -*-.
For information contact:

. SX SATURDAYS. fTIENDS IIOSPITAL
Two tracks offered with didactic, practice,
experiential and review corrpoDents for people
new to SCT aad pe.ofle with prior SCT
exPeneDoe.

. Form&dm Levcl:
Fundamentals of SCI (fornew merten and
people with some exyoture)

. Intermediatc Level:
Work iu the containing role as a step toward
SCT leader role. Particular asentio to
awnretress of boundaries, recognizing and
undoing the defenses that inhibit resonance,
and lcarning to sit at the edge of the unhown
and contain. (Must bc Cuolificd|

. Advmced Level: Staff roles offer leadership
uaining in preparation fc leading workshops.

. IV'hene: Friends Hospital,4&ll Roosevelt Blvd.
On-site parking.

. Wheu: Fouudation [,evel: 8:30 am to 4O0 pm
Intermadiate [,evel: 8:30 am to 5:0O pm

September 2A,lYn
I. Lurning How to Subgroup
October 25,1W
IL How to Develop a'lAo*ing Group
December 6, lWl
III. How to Get Through Group Delewes
January A,lg98
N. Subgrouping in the Phases of Group
Development : Phase One-The ldentifi ed
Patient, thc Scapegoat &. the nury reldion-
ship a authoity.
Febnrary 2t, 199t
V. Subgrouping in thc Phacs ol Group
Developmmt: Pluse Two-hchanlmcnts @td
Disenchantmcn s h Intinucy
March 21, 199t
VI. Subgrouping in the Pluses of Group
Developmcnt: Pluse Three-The role of the
Systems- Cenered Member and Wo* in
Context

. Registrdion: $100 per session, $5,10 for the
en*e seies (Attend all or any part of series.
YYo* / Exchorye options possibh at ahmys)

. Contact: Claudia Byram (215) 561-0341
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. SCT WEEKEND TRAIMNGGROUP
with Fmn Csrler rDd SussD Gsntt
When: Febnrary 68, 1998
For informdioo : Susan GanB (40/-)352-5393

. MONTHLY IRAININGGROT]P
with Suson Gmtt
Monthly experiential SCT taining granp with

{eiry presentuion and one hour of super-
uston UrE.

. Wherc: 1819 Peachaee Road, Suite 603,
Atlanta, GA 30309

. \ilhen:12:0G5:00pm
Group generally me€ts rhe first Friday of the
month.

. Registretion open: $150.

. Contact: Susan Gantt (404)352-5393

. NEW BIWEEKLY TRAIMNG GR.OTIP
For informetion : Susan Gantt (404) 352-5393

o ]v66p lgqz-rian has beeu invited to bc the
DISTINGUISHED PSYCHOLOGY
PRESENTON. d DIYISION *49 OfAPA :

. Where: Chicago, IL

. When: August 17 1997

. Registretion: $435

. Contsct: Allan Elfont (814) 234-E0ll

. s.DAY INTRODUCTORY TRAIMNG
IN YORIq ENGLAND
with Yvonne Agazarian end Frrn Certer

' . When: Sepember 8 ttnough 12, 1997

. Contrct: Yvonne Agazarian Ql5\ 561-7428
or Fran Carter (215) 988-9523 or
Liz tililson (01904) 4434E3
Fax (01904) 443475
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. FTYDDAY INTERMEDTATE WORI(SHOE

SKLLTRNNING
By invitrtion oly: This is a five-day intensivc
shll raining in SCT rcchniges with video tepc
fe€dbsck and peer review. Interrnediatc
training is for thce who have bccn involvcd in
SCT for at least two yean aad arc crurcntly in
an ongoiag SCT training grop. Opportunity for
working in thc Mentor R.olc.

. YYhen: Fdl Iilcrmcdletc ltrortrhop D(
l:0 prn Sunday, November 16 to 6:00 pm
Thursday, November N, 199'1.
Mentor Eaiaing with Fran Carter, Saurday,
Novenrber 15,9n from 8:30 am to 5:@ pm

. Whenc: The Melbourne Confercnce C.cnter

. When: Spriry IntermedtrtcWortshopX
1:00 pm Sunday, Atril 19 to 6O0 pn. Thursday,
April 23, 1998. Mentc Training with Fran
Carter, Sanuday, Afil lt, t:30 am - 5:@ pm

. Wherc: Racquer Oub of Philadelphia

. R€gisttrtion:
Fa Fall : $550 before November 3, $600 after.
For Spring: $575 before Apil 6, $625 aftcr.

. Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-742t t
Fran Carter (215) 988-9523 infonnatioilcritcrir.
Mickie Rcen (215) 947-2t18 rcgirtraion:

GTVING & TAKTNG AUTIIORITY
By invitetion oly: Oced Membcrship

. Wherl New Authority hsuc Gnory
1:00 prn Sunday, November 16 to 6:00 pm
Thursday, November 20, 1997.

. Where: Tho Melbourne Conference Center
. VYhcn: Spring AuthorityGmupll

l:00 pm Sunday, April 19 to 6O0 pm Thrrsday,
Apdl23, 1998

. Where: Racquet Club of Philadelphia

'Registration:
Fall : $550 befae Nov. 3, 1997, $600 aftcr.
Spring: $575 bcfore April 6,1997, $625 aftcr.

. Contst: Yvonne Agazarian for infamation
For registration: Mickie Roscn Qls) 947-281t
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. M)STON TRAINING WEEXEhID
with Yvmnc Agsrrlen

. Where: 259 Mrssachusetts Ave.,
Arlington, Mass.

. When:
Fcll l{cclrend Wortshop: Oct&r 25-26, 1997
Experiential & didactic with oportunity for
Contaiuer Role.
Theory & ka&rship Practicum: Oct. 27th
9:0G,1:00 pnr
Spri4 Wcckend Wortehop: Ivlrch 2l-23,19E
Theory & lradership Practicum: March 24 th
9OGl:00pnt

. Registradon: Two day fee:3300
Theory & l.eadcnhip fce:$75, $50 if taken with
the weekend worlshop

. Cootsc{: Stcve Weinstein (617) 4EE-3613

. BOSTON ONGIOING TRAIMNG GROTJP
wtth Frrn Crrtcr end Stcvc Wcinstcin
Expcriential grop with lecturc.

. Wherc: 86 Boston Avc.
West Medford, MA @155

. TYhen: l:0G4:00 pn First Sunday of moth.

. Registretionr $80 on-site.

. Contecl! Steve Yleinstein (617) 4EE-3613

. VYEEKEI\DSCf WONKSEOPS
Inroduary ud Erporicncod Grup mmbcr-
ship evailrblc. Oppoonity fa wcthg in tho
Cootainct rnd Mentc Rolor.

. Grcq, A! For pooplc Dcw lo SCT a fq mac
cxp€ric[ccd mmben ufio wrr to wct in thc
cooteining rolc.

. Grtqr Br Fc pcoplc crpcricnad il Syrtomr-
Ccntc.rod wck who wrat to wak in thc rccond
phrsc of gtonp &vclopmat

. t'tcn: Fr[ Wct od Wb*rhop XV'
lO0 p Fridey Nov. 2l to lfl pm
Sun&y, Nov.23, 1997

. Vlhcrr: The Mclbcurnc Confcrcnce Ccltcr

. Whcn: Spriry W..t.Dd Wb*rhop Xl'I
l:00 pm Friday, April 24 to lO0 pm
Sunday, April 25, l9t

. TYherr: Rrcquot Club of Phile&lfir

. Rcgfutrdlon:
Fa Fall: $350 bcforo Novcrabcr 3, $400 eftcr.
For Spring: $375 bcfac April 6 $425 rftcr.

. Contect: Yvoane Agezarian (215) 561-742t q
Fran Crrtcr (215) 98&9523 fa hfcmatioa.
Fc regirtration: Miclic R.oscn C2l5) 947-2818
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. IITST \f,EI'I\IESDAY OF TEE MONTE:
INTERMEI'IATE SCT TRAIMNG
r|th Yvonc A3rzerten & Fran Crrtcr

. YYhcr.a Sfrshington Squarc Institutc, NYC

. T9hcn: Thcory: lOGll:45 am
Supervisioa Grorp: l2:0Gl:45 pm
Exlrricntirl Grofu:2:@3:00 ph ana
Lcadcrship huriorm: 3:G400 pm
Rcvicw:4'OG5:@pm.
Groupc rmt tho first Yt ednesday of each
rrcnth crccpt in July it mc.tt on the 9th and
Oct. on tho 8th Thc grop does Dot m€€t iD
August or Scptcmber.

. RcgldrClon: Thcory $75, Supervision $75,
Experiential with Le.idcrship hacticum $90,
Rcview $35 additional charge,
Full day $200 + $35 for Revlew
Airline commuicrs firll day $175 + $35 Review

. Contec{: Yvonno Agazarian Qls) 561-7428
or Fran Cerrcr (215) 988-9523

. FTRST TBI,RSDAY OF TEE MONTE:
T]OUIIDATION LEVEL SCT TRAIMNG
with Yvomc Agrz:rlen & Fren Crrter

. Whcnc! Washington Squarc Institutc, LIYC

. Whcn:
Thecy: t:3G9:00 am
Expcriential kacticum 9:0 am-12:00 noon
l.eadcrchip Practictm and Review
l2:l!2z45pm
Supcrvision: 3:@,4:45 pnr
Grorps rEGt on the first Thrrsday of the month
(alt!. Urclirlr Wodncsday) cxcept in July it meets
on tho l0th rud Oct. on the glith, The group does
not mc€t in August r Sepember.

. Regirtndon: Theory and Expcriential
Practicun$I2s, Lcadership Itacticum $90,
Supewision $75
Full day foo $240
Airlino commutcrs fuII day $215

. CoDt c{r Yvonnc Agazarian Qls) 561-7428
or Fraa Cartcr (215) 9EE-9523

. FTRST FHDAY OF If,E MONTE:
EXPERIENTIAL GROTIP
wilh YvomcAgazerlen
This ir a cloecd cxpcrientid group

. Vlrhcnc: Wrshingroa Square Instinrte, NYC

. lYhcDr Grorp rroots on the frst kiday of the
monlh crccpt itr July it meas on the I lth and
Oct. On thc lOth.
Grup docr not tnect in August or Scptembcr.

. Contect: Yvonnc Agazarian (215) 56L-7428

. FRIDAYS DURING fEE MONTE!
TOTJNDATIONLEVEL
EXPERIENTIAL TRAINING GROT]PS

Both fondation lovel grotps focus on how to
&vclop a systcrns-ocntered group and wrk
tlrotgh 0rc first phase of grorp development

. V[hcnq Erldey momings, 9:30 rm-12:30 pm.
with Frm Crrtr rniJon McCormick -

. Whcre: 88 Univcrsity Place, #tA, New York

. ReSlltr.dm! For specific datcs, fees and
Erestions

. Cotact: Jon Mc€ormick Ql2)929-5333 or
Fran Carter (215) 9EE-9523

. Whcn: Fridry dtcmooq 2:fi) pm-S:fi) 1m. Yith Frrn C.rt r end N'ing Klebsnoll

. VYhcrc:27 lvest 72nd Street, NYC 10023

. ReSiltrrtlon: Fc specific dates, fee.s and
que$ions

. Contr{: Nina Klebanoff Ql2) 877-4916 or
Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

. SCf TRAINING WEEXDI{D IN AUSITIN
wlth Yvonm Agzrrirn rnd Frn Crrtcr
Introducrry rnd intcnncdietc expericntid
grorp nrcmbenhip availeHc. Tnining rolcc
qcn to qualifrcd peoplc.

. Whcrc: Thc Melbornc Conforcncc Ccntcr

. YYheo:Junl9-2l,l99rt

. Rcgistrrtlon! $350 in advanco c oo-sitc.

. Contec{: Rich Armin4on (512) 3060166 or
Roll Fellows (5 12\ 3e fi 96

. WED. EKPERIENTHL STI'DY GR,OIJP
Grup nrcets thc 2nd aud 4th Wodrcsdayof thc
rnnth fc SCTfaining.

. V/hGrG! Austin, Tcxrr

. TYhcn: l2:0 non-l:30 pm

. Codrclt Rich Armington (512) 3060166

. TTED. SI,]PERYISION STUDY GNOUP
Group mccts the lst 3rd and 5th \Yodlesday
d thc morth fq SCT consultetiot.

. Y[hcnc: Austin, Tcxas

. Y[hcn: l2:0 aon-l:30 pm

. Cootec{: Rich Armington (512) 3060166

. THURSDAYSCTTNAIMNG
xlth Rdl Fdlorr
Participantr must hrvc tatrtr prrtir rt lcrst ono
SCTTnining Yfookend to qudify.

. Whar: Austin, Tcxrs

. Whcr: Wcaltly 8:15-9:45 Thrrs&y rncaingr

. Coilr{: Roll Fcllowr (5lD346ff)6

. TIIURSDAY SCT TRAIMNG GN,OUP
vith Ridr AEdDgloD.DdSu.D Crrm
A cosrbination of cxpcricntial, wcl, thoay,
and ski[ hrildhg

. Whcrc: 701 Wdllrywod IHvc Sdtc f701

. Whcn: Vt/cckly t:3G10:0 Thunday rncnings

. Contec't: Rich Armington (512) 3060166 or
Susan Casrano (512\ 327-4170




